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Abstract 
 
Population growth and water scarcity are demanding more effective farming methods. Current 

smart irrigation applications are not fulfilling the potential of automation and crop results due to 

the complexity of natural events such as evapotranspiration and plant growth. Additionally the 

maintenance process scales in time and cost with the size of the farm. 

The solution presented here can efficiently track the natural events described due to the 

visualization and process of satellite imagery which confirms and adapts the irrigation process. 

This combination allows water savings, percolation reduction, plant health automated 

monitoring, energy savings, and labor reduction while ensures quality crop development.  

 

Keywords: Precision Farming, Smart irrigation, Weather forecasts, Satellite imagery, 

NDVI, Image Processing. 
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Resumo 
 
O crescimento da população e a escassez de água exigem métodos agrícolas mais eficazes. 

As actuais aplicações de agricultura de precisão não preenchem o potencial de automatização 

e produtividade devido à complexidade de acompanhar as alterações nos eventos naturais 

como a evapotranspiração e o crescimento das plantas. Além disso, o tempo e custo do 

processo de manutenção cresce proporcionalmente em função do tamanho da plantação. 

A solução aqui apresentada acompanha eficazmente os eventos naturais descritos devido à 

visualização e processamento de imagens de satélite que confirmam e adaptam o processo de 

irrigação. Esta combinação permite poupança de água, redução da percolação, monitorização 

automatizada da saúde das plantas, poupança de energia e redução da mão-de-obra, 

assegurando ao mesmo tempo o desenvolvimento de culturas de qualidade.  

 

Palavras-chave: Agricultura de precisão, irrigação inteligente, Previsões meteorológicas, 

Imagens de satélite, NDVI, Processamento de imagem. 
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1 Introduction 

Until the recent past, even with thousands of years of development, agriculture irrigation 

techniques did not show much efficiency in water usage. Most of the time the crops were under 

or over watered leading to waste or lack of resources and eventually a spread of plant diseases 

due to the excess moisture in the soil. 

As stated in the CB Insights research [1], 70% or the world’s water usage comes from the 

agriculture sector, a big chunk taking into count that water shortage is an increasingly existing 

problem due also to population growth and therefore many approaches are being considered 

depending on the country. The most relevant saving water agriculture techniques are presented 

in [2] such as the crop switching to less intensive crop type, night irrigation, irrigation method 

change on old crops to a drip system, precision farming projects on the new crops, and many 

more. Additionally, the dependency that companies have in selling to big supermarkets lowers 

significantly the prices making the profit margin insignificant and forcing farmers to apply precision 

techniques to water and energy consumption as well as rigorous quality control to make sure of 

getting the minimum loss in their production. Some farmers give up, others adapt, but the 

paradigm change is inevitable in the lowest digitalized sector [1] that is welcoming young farmers 

with the most advanced techniques of precision farming. 

 

 

1.1 Background 

Knowing the outputs of precision agriculture, in the last 20 years, especially in the USA and 

Europe, many more farmers are joining this trend adopting precision farming techniques 

described in [3] [4] and it is relevant that 80% farmers now have a cellular phone with internet 

access. These numbers fit in the GSMA predictions [1]stating that by 2020, around 80 % for 

Europe and 70% for the USA of citizens that will have mobile phones. Recognizing the 

importance, spread, and usability of mobile devices, applications were created to monitor the 

health and irrigation of the crops remotely. Nowadays the farming application market has a lot of 

competition not just for big farms but as well for small/private agriculture and gardening. The main 

focus of this work will be on irrigation applications preferentially for big farms. 
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1.2 Scope of the problem 

Nowadays it is notorious that agriculture is still the sector with less automation and digitalization 

[5]. Although this sector belongs to the top 5 of potential automation achievable with 57% of 

processes potentially automated [5]. Irrigation applications just cover a small portion of all the 

knowledge and actions needed to run a farm without constant maintenance giving a sense of 

false automation and requiring an automation controller person to be working permanently on the 

farm. 

 

The setting process of smart irrigation applications is not easy. To allow the proper work of these 

applications in extensive areas it is necessary to know a lot of variables. This work is normally 

done by specialized agriculture planning companies that make that assessment not just about 

terrain but also assess all the characteristics of the land. Possibly another company has to be 

called to project the irrigation infrastructure. A considerable amount of farms are still operating 

with just weekly reports but even in applications with daily reports the black box of the irrigation 

algorithm is still a drawback, as it is difficult to understand the irrigation decision and customize it 

with the farm knowledge. 

On large area farms, the usage of satellite imagery is not popular, translated in just 30% of 

acceptance [3]. This remote sense method eliminates part of the maintenance check work of the 

crops. The small percentage of usage comes from its non-integration in the majority of smart 

irrigation applications and the farmer's satellite imagery ignorance.  

 

 

1.3 Main Goals 

The objective of this dissertation is to develop a solution to the farm maintenance workload 

reduction through the processing of remote sensing images given by satellites, more precisely, 

create a cost-efficient solution for the maintenance problems with the smart irrigation task. 

To fulfil the aim of the smart irrigation application the set of secondary goals was defined: 

 

- Weather spatial variability implementation  

- Real environment application evaluation 

- User Interaction through notifications 

- Security Enhancement 
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1.4 Outline 

This document is organized as follows: 

 

1-Introduction presenting the theme, the problem, and the definition of the goals of the 

dissertation. 

 

2-Theoretical fundamentals of evapotranspiration, crop coefficient, irrigation prediction, and 

calculation and satellite analysis. 

 

3-Revision of previous work and the Case Study of Quinta das Chantas. 

 

4-Presents the State of the art in the irrigation mobile applications emphasizing the remote 

sensing Satellite methods for crop irrigation as well as irrigation controller’s hardware and 

communication protocols. 

 

5- Proposed solution exploration, evidencing the tools and methodologies to use. 

 

6- Project development. 

 

7- Project evaluation methodologies and techniques. 

 

8-Conclusions. 
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2 Theoretical Base 

To understand the human intervention needed to maximize and mantain the health and growth 

of plants it is necessary to understand the remote sensing technique to make the analysis of plant 

health. 

Specific details of these processes and other precision farming techniques and providers, relevant 

to the current project, are analysed in detail. 

 

2.1 Satellite Analysis 

Remote sensing data such as satellite multispectral imagery in agriculture can be used to 

compute vegetation index. The NVDI technique is characterized by the difference between the 

red and near-infrared bands as shown in [11] by the following equation: 

 

 
NVDI =

NIR − RED

𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝐸𝐷
 (1) 

 

 

where the normalized difference vegetative index is NVDI [0,1], near-infrared (band 4) reflectance 

NIR and red (band 3) reflectance RED. 

 

NVDI is a value in the interval [0,1] used to access vegetation health and vigour, plant water, or 

disease stress (NVDI value drop). 

Water bodies are represented with negative [-1,0] NVDI values, sand, rock or snow between 

[0,0.1], grass between [0.2,0.3] and forests between [0.6,0.8]. 

 

With the use of NVDI equation (15) with different bands, it is possible to study different 

characteristics of the crops [11], namely the visible green to measure plant vigour, with the visible 

red for vegetation discrimination and the middle infrared to measure the moisture content of the 

soil. 

 

To evaluate the key aspects of plant vitality and be able to accurately trigger alarms when there 

is a crop problem, the threshold and scale definition is important. 

From [12] [13] [14] it is possible to distinguish different possible scales based on plant size, plant 

health, or even the index variance during the year. 

 

As the object of study is a super-intensive crop (Chapter 3), it is important to constraint the focus 

in the last 50% of the NDVI scale [0,5-1]. Even when a group of trees is unhealthy it is difficult to 

distinguish in the satellite image due to the small spatial variability of the trees. For this reason, 
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the scale has to bring a lot of precision and distinguish a lot of values within the green/healthy 

area. 

 

 

Figure 1 - NDVI scale [12] [13] [14] 

The most appropriate scale for the kind of agriculture is the one that has a lot of precision in the 

healthy/green area and doesn’t distinguish between buildings or dry land as they won't be inside 

the crop polygon or don’t need to be distinguished at all. 

The colour scale starts at NDVI index=0.25 making the green colour (NDVI≥0.5) display only high 

vegetation skipping the representation of grasslands, for example. 

 

 

2.2 Image segmentation clustering 

Image segmentation, in the clustering context, can be defined as the grouping of pixels with the 

same characteristics [15]. The cluster family normally employed for this type of usage is centroid-

based and density-based [16], depending on the information needed to extract. The k-means 

algorithm (centroid-based) and DBSCAN algorithm (density-based) are representatives of each 

clustering family to be analysed. 

 

As a centroid based algorithm, k-means starts by randomly set k cluster “mean” centroids, k given 

by the user a priori. Further analysed points are assigned to the nearest centroid through 

Euclidean distance metric. The centroid of each cluster becomes the new mean each time until 

the convergence is reached (threshold). The algorithm presents a runtime complexity of O(nkdi) 

[15], being n the points, k the clusters, d the dimensions, and i the iterations until convergence. 

The algorithm presents simplicity as a major advantage and the customizable start reducing the 

time to converge. In terms of disadvantages, the set of the k clusters by the user initially doesn’t 

allow the discovery and the inability to accept outliers outside the clusters change largely the 

results. The time complexity scales with the value of the d dimension also. 

 

In the other hand, density-based clustering like DBSCAN doesn’t need the initial k value to start 

the clustering process. It also picks a random point to start but decides if the point is an outlier or 

a cluster core point by its neighbourhood defined by Euclidean metrics. In case it is a core point 

it starts finding all the reachable neighbours by a threshold definition and adds them to the cluster. 

The process is repeated until all the points are classified as outliers or part of a cluster. 
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The algorithm is characterized by being resistant to outliers and as a major advantage the 

automatic detection of the number of clusters. It has an average runtime complexity of O(n log n). 

The disadvantages of DBSCAN rely on the neighbourhood definition bringing uncertain results 

for border points. The user inadequate setting of neighbourhood threshold brings problems for 

this algorithm as it needs to be well set to work properly and are not adaptable to different density 

areas within the same information set [16]. 

 

In the context of image segmentation, DBSCAN stands out by the independency of the set of k 

initial clusters and detects the number automatically, allowing outliers and finding clusters by 

Euclidean neighbourhood threshold. Although the set of the neighbourhood threshold needs care 

setting to be adaptable to different density images. 

 

 

2.3 Coordinate Conversion 

To discover the geographic coordinate of a pixel within the farm image the following equation is 

used for a given axis x or y: 

 

𝑊𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡  =  𝑆𝐴0 + 𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ∗  𝑆𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡   (2) 

 

 

where 𝑆𝐴0 is the screen axis origin geo-coordinate,  𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 is screen axis scale, 𝑆𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 the 

screen axis point intended to transform in the 𝑊𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 world axis point value. 

The original equation comes from a linear comparison between real-world coordinates and image 

pixel coordinates. The equation (7) presents a simplification trough the premise that world axis 

origin (𝑊𝐴0) is 0 for both latitude and longitude. World axis scale (𝑊𝐴𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒) is 1 since is the 

reference scale for comparison. This way 𝑊𝐴0+ 𝑊𝐴𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 * 𝑊𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑊𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡. 
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3 Related Work  
The main focus of the state of the art analysis that follows is smart irrigation solutions and 

prioritizes the solutions involving mobile applications.  

Investing in remote sensing methods means the necessity to choose between the existing 

providers the most suitable satellite image source and manipulation software.  

 

 

3.1 Smart Irrigation Application existing solutions 

Analysing the market it is possible to find several solutions mostly in the landscape/gardening 

sector dominated by weather-based solutions. The other sector is the precision farming one, 

characterized by the creation of customized solutions for each client and large tracts of land.  

The way to objectively compare the different representative systems is to define specific criteria 

to evaluate each system. 

The criteria that were prioritized were different crop adaptation, automated controllers, weather 

forecasts, sensors, satellite imagery, zones allowed, mobile support, internet connection, and 

price.  

 

Different Crop Adaptation – The user may choose and support a certain number of plant species 

on his farm without entering manually the plant type coefficient.   

 

Automated Controller – The application is not only calculating the best irrigation times and volume 

but controls irrigation, by controlling an automated system. 

 

Weather Forecast – Irrigation system acquires the forecast from the n closest weather stations 

from the farm. The system may even acquire data from any farm built in meteorological station 

providing more precision and bringing complexity to the system. 

 

Sensors – The majority of the irrigation systems are sensor free, but the existence of sensors 

enhance the performance and the confirmation between measurements. The most common 

sensors are soil moisture, wind, rain, radiation, and leaf wetness. More expensive stations have 

cameras that do insect and disease recognition.  

 

Satellite Imagery – Remote sensing images give the farmer feedback about vegetative growth 

and humidity balance of crops, allowing uniform growth.  

 

Zones Allowed – Each irrigation system has its limit in zone setting. The existence of zone 

upgrade with new pricing is a common practice in these kinds of solutions. 
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Mobile Support – Accessing the system by a mobile phone or tablet is a top priority to enhance 

portability and usability. 

 

Internet connection – The way that the system connects to the internet to acquire live data, receive 

sensor readings, or display application content. 

 

Price – Precision farming is not just about reducing water waste but tackle also energy waste and 

reducing the overall cost of the operation. Farmers will adopt solutions that give them the right 

tools, for the lowest price possible. Complex and costly systems may be discarded. 

 

 
The solutions chosen, based on performance and important features, were: 

 
Table 1 - Representative Systems Election 

System Name Represented Group 

Orbit B-Hyve landscape/gardening simple solutions 

Rachio Smart Sprinkler  landscape/gardening complex solutions 

Teraseya Precision farming simple solutions 

Jain Logic Precision farming complex solutions 

Gaia Sense Precision farming complex solutions 

Raindrop State of the current developed solution  

 

 

 

3.1.1 Orbit 57950 B-Hyve  

Orbit 57950 B-Hyve1 is a simple solution, outdoor ready, with a screen interface. Optionally, can 

have the same brand flow meter or rain sensor and is ready for third party rain sensors. It is a 

mobile-exclusive system and works with Amazon Alexa2. Can handle up to 12 zones. It works as 

an irrigation timer that delays watering programs based on slope type, soil type, sun exposure, 

historical ET, and not only in the weather forecast. When connected to external rain sensors might 

stop current irrigation and delay future watering programs [21]. The system is WaterSense3 

certified (water-efficient product). 

 

 

 

 

 
1 https://bhyve.orbitonline.com/ 
2 https://www.alexa.com/ 
3 https://www.epa.gov/watersense 
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3.1.2 Rachio 3 Smart Sprinkler  

Rachio 3 Smart Sprinkler4 system needs a waterproof case for outdoors, is mobile device-

dependent (no screen interface on the controller) and Watersense certified. Works with IFTTT5 

and Amazon Alexa and is compatible with Rachio flow meter and third-party rain and soil moisture 

sensors that change or confirm weather forecast predictions [22]. The user can select the weather 

service that the system uses and input zone characteristics as in the Orbit system.  

 

 

3.1.3 Teraseya Prime  

Teraseya Prime6 system as defined by its agriculture analytics webpage originated from the 

information from the meteorological station implemented in the field with a wide range of sensors. 

The company covers all the costs related to the station and the client pays a subscription fee 

every year per hectare. The company owns the meteorological stations in the field and provides 

crop analytics services. This system needs a third-party irrigation controller to automate the 

process (smart irrigation) through farm analytics. With all the information coming from the weather 

station, this system does not require any weather forecast. The station is outdoor prepared and 

to deliver the statistics has a short-range antenna with Wifi7 and BLE and a long-range antenna 

providing SigFox, LoraWan, 3G/4G communication. Even with the possibility to back up the 

analytics with engineer support from the company this solution is quite expensive for big farms 

[23]. 

 

3.1.4 Jain Logic 

Jain Logic8 is one of the most complete systems in the market with an application that runs in 

every system that shows analytics from remote sensing methods such as satellite images and 

weather forecasts on access to real-time information from any station in the field. This station 

(Jain C39) is an all in one station, that has control of valves and can monitor weather, soil moisture, 

tank status, flow, valve status and send alerts. The system achieves a high level of intelligence 

by the convergence of all the methods stated before. The company works with a monthly 

subscription or analytics service that is split into 3 possibilities: application alone (30 $), 

application with control station (95$), and application with flow meter measurements (125 $). The 

price of a Jain C3 station is 1650$ and each additional measurement component is also paid. The 

weather station, for example, costs 1250$ [24]. 

 
4 https://www.rachio.com/rachio-3/ 
5 https://ifttt.com/ 
6 http://teraseya.com/teraseya-prime/ 
7 https://www.wi-fi.org/ 
8 https://www.jainsusa.com/monitoring-control/jain-logic 
9 https://www.jainsusa.com/monitoring-control/jain-field-stations/jain-c3#learnMore 

https://ifttt.com/
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The client can customize his solution but has to acquire the stations and modules which are very 

expensive and on top of the monthly analytics platform subscription. 

 

 

3.1.5 Gaiasense   

Gaiasense10 provides a way to combat the high costs inherent to meteorological station 

implementation for each farm with the creation of weather zones that not just define the same 

weather conditions but also define the same type of diseases and soil constitution. The drawback 

of this solution is the time and complexity of the implementation of the service in a brand new 

weather area. Sometimes the company might not support the farm's area due to strategic and 

economic constraints. Apart from the initial implementation, the client has to pay for the system 

as a service and cannot purchase any of the equipment. Sensors are optional because a 

neighbour farm might have a meteorological station providing the requiring data. In that case, the 

only customization needed is that of remote sensing, satellite imaging, monitoring to adjust 

possible farm peculiarities due to elevation soil composition [25]. 

 

 

3.1.6 Raindrop  

Raindrop was previously addressed work (Chapter 3) and the object of our project is currently 

only connected to the weather forecast and emulating automated controller and soil humidity 

sensor connections. It is a mobile application system supported by Android11 but that can be 

easily ported to IOS12. Currently, it is only olive orchards adapted, and has no map interface is 

developed to support zone setting and view. Zone setting has an abstraction that allows more 

than one irrigation controller to be supported by the same soil humidity sensor readings even for 

different zones avoiding excessive wiring and additional costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10 http://www.gaiasense.gr/en 
11 https://www.android.com/ 
12 https://www.apple.com/pt/ios/ios-12/ 

http://www.gaiasense.gr/en
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Table 2- Summary of representative smart irrigation systems criteria 

built-in feature                      optional feature 
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Crop Type Adaptation  
     

Automated Controller 
  

 
 

  

Weather Forecast 
  

 
 

 
 

Sensors Soil-

Humidity 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 

Rain 

    

 
 

Wind 
  

  

 
 

Radiation 
  

   
 

Leaf 

Wetness 
  

   
 

Insects/Dis
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Image 

Recognition 

  
 

 
 

 

Satellite 

Imagery 

NDVI    
  

 

SMMRS       

Zones Allowed 6-12 8-16 - - - - 

Mobile 

Support 

Android 
  

 
   

IOS 
  

 
  

 

Internet Connection 

Wi-Fi Wi-Fi 

Wi-Fi, 

SigFox, 

LoraWa

n, 

3G,4G 

Wi-Fi, 

3G,4G 

Wi-

Fi, 

SigF

ox 

Wi-Fi 

Price  

150£ 

 

230$ 

100€/ 

year/ 

hectare 

5000$ 

+ 125$ 

month 
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om 

 

? 
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3.2 Satellite Constellations 

The current main Satellite Constellations used for precision farming can be divided using three 

criteria: price, resolution, and revisit time. 

From the 2018 M. M. Sozzi research article [28] it is possible to define accurately the paid-image 

Satellite Constellation and the free-image Satellite Constellations. 

Satellite Constellations chosen were the best spatial resolution constellation (Worldview 4 13), the 

cheapest image constellation (Dove (Planet) 14), and the only two free image constellations 

(Landsat -7/8 15 and Sentinel-2 16) presented in the next table. 

 

 
Table 3 - Satellite Constellations Comparison [28] 

 Spatial 

Resolution 

m 

Minimum Order 

Price 

$ 

Revisit Time 

 

dd 

Dove (Planet) 3 218$ 1 

Worldview 4 0.3 2850$ 1 

Landsat-7/8 15 Free 8 

Sentinel-2 10 Free 5 

 
The remaining paid-image satellite constellations present a spatial resolution around 1 meter and 

a minimum price of around 500$ not being relevant for this project context. 

 

 

3.3 Mapping Manipulation Software 

 
Satellite imagery manipulation software plays a vital role in image vegetative and humidity 

values extraction using indexes such as NDVI [11]. The features prioritized for this project context 

are index construction capability, ease of use, API support, troubleshooting assistance, image 

resolution, polygon feature, and price. 

 

The market offers a wide range of options mainly paid for a high rate of usage and free otherwise. 

It’s possible to separate the providers into two groups. The easy to use and fast deploy 

manipulation software like Agro API, Vane, Open Layers and Gis Cloud and the second one more 

complex that brings a higher image resolution but with the drawback of a complex procedure to 

obtain each NDVI image such as Google Earth Engine and ArcGIS Online. The definition of 

polygons to work by crop zones is mandatory and the process needs to be free. The image 

resolution and API support are also determinant factors.  

 

 
13 http://worldview4.digitalglobe.com/#/main 
14 https://www.planet.com/ 
15 https://landsat.usgs.gov/landsat-8 
16 https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-2 

http://worldview4.digitalglobe.com/#/main
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Table 4 - Mapping Manipulation Software Comparison 

  

Index 

Construction 

 

 

Ease of 

Use 

 

 

API 

support 

 

 

Problem 

assistance 

 

Image 

Resolution 

 

Polygon 

Feature 

 

Price 

 

Agro 

API 

 

 

Auto 

 

 

Easy 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

High 

 

Yes 

 

Free* 

 

Vane 

 

Yes 

 

 

Medium 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Low 

 

Yes 

 

Free* 

 

Open 

Layers 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

Complex 

 

Yes 

 

+/- 

 

Medium 

 

No 

 

Free 

 

Gis 

Cloud 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

Easy 

 

No 

Premium 

Members 

 

Medium 

 

No 

 

Free**  

 

Google 

Earth 

Engine 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

Complex 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

High 

 

Yes 

 

Free 

 

ArcGIS 

Online 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

Complex 

 

No 

 

+/- 

 

High 

 

Yes 

 

Custom 

 

*till 2500 ha or 5000 API calls 

** till 100 Mb of features 

 

Image resolution: 

High: <= 10 m 

Medium: 10m – 50m 

Low: >50m 

 

Agro API and Google Earth Engine stand out by the compliance with the previous characteristics. 
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3.4 Weather Providers 

The weather predictions give the future probabilities of certain weather conditions and are 

important in adjusting pumping schedules and irrigation amount to avoid resource waste and 

excess watering that in certain cases can lead to plantation damage. 

To tackle spatial variability and to enhance accuracy in the weather predictions, an extra weather 

provider is needed to complement MeteoTécnico predictions. 

The weather provider environment is vast and every year, due to the hardware price drop and 

software development, new weather providers enter the market.  

The state of the art weather providers presented in the following comparison has the minimum 

requirement of 6-day weather predictions, a functional API and free.  

From these first requirements, providers like AccuWeather17, ClimaCell18 and Weatherbit19 were 

excluded. Most of the providers just enable free user up to 5 days predictions. Providers like 

Weatherstack20 just give current weather data for free users. 

Stormglass21 has a unique Agricultural data feature that outputs surface moisture but with just 50 

calls a day for the free accounts are also excluded. 

The weather providers selected for detailed analysis and fulfilling the minimum requirements are: 

 
- DTN Weather API 

- Dark Sky API 

- OpenWeather  

 

 
The weather providers selected are described in detail. 

 

DTN Weather API 22 

Although it gives up to 15-day forecast is an API difficult to set and to authenticate to. It is highly 

customizable with the difficult setting associated with. There’s no troubleshooting contact or help 

publicly available. 

 

 

Dark Sky API 23 

With a simple API is possible to request a week forecast with no fees until 1000 calls/days. The 

forecast format is JSON. As an extra feature, Dark Sky API can provide weather conditions of a 

certain day, giving historical weather information. 

 

 
17 https://developer.accuweather.com/accuweather-forecast-api/apis 
18 https://www.climacell.co/weather-api/ 
19 https://www.weatherbit.io/ 
20 https://weatherstack.com/ 
21 https://stormglass.io/agriculture/ 
22 https://api.weather.mg/api-detail-pages/forecast-parameter.html 
23 https://darksky.net/dev 

https://developer.accuweather.com/accuweather-forecast-api/apis
https://www.climacell.co/weather-api/
https://www.weatherbit.io/
https://weatherstack.com/
https://stormglass.io/agriculture/
https://api.weather.mg/api-detail-pages/forecast-parameter.html
https://darksky.net/dev
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OpenWeather24 

With 60 calls per minute of free use, OpenWeather provides the most complete weather service 

of the providers analysed although the application just needs the basic weather prediction service. 

As a complete service OpenWeather not just offers a 16-day forecast but also the greater weather 

station density, an important feature when it comes to weather accuracy for a certain zone. It has 

good API assistance in case of a problem. 

 

 

 

3.5 Notification Service Providers 

To simplify the notification implementation process, ensure security and abstract the middleware, 

there are third-party services such as One Signal, Firebase, FoxPush and dozens less know push 

notification services. These services simplify more than 50% of the remote notification 

implementation (Figure 9) giving full support from the back-end application server notification 

request until the notification display in the app or the notification tray in case the application is not 

running. 

 

The providers analysed have the minimum requirements of free to use service and mobile push 

notification service support for both Android and IOS. 

 

 

One Signal25 

One of the leading notification service providers with unlimited free service and a wide range of 

features and options, allowing rich customization of the service. The ease of use and user support 

even for free members are the pros, although paid users receive prioritized support. 

In terms of implementation, One Signal online platform has several tools to simplify and speed up 

the settings such as mobile-free notification service tester (A/B testing). 

The disadvantages of choosing One Signal are only focused on the security of the data handled 

by this third-party service. The company profits from the notification data and user patterns sell. 

Nevertheless, this provider is used by Volkswagen, EatStreet and Bose for example and is GDPR 

compliant. 

 

 

 
24 https://openweathermap.org/api 
25 https://onesignal.com/mobile-push 

https://openweathermap.org/api
https://onesignal.com/mobile-push
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Firebase Cloud Messaging26 

The rival of One Signal, also easy to use but not a specialist in the Push Notification scene as it 

supports a variety of application development features such as analytics, authentication, real-time 

database and much more. It is generally reviewed as slow in the Push Notification process 

through Cloud Messaging (FCM) and service customization might not be enough for more 

complex projects but it’s still one of the most used Push Notification services as it is a continuation 

of application development with the same base, Firebase. Thus, this service needs a higher level 

of specialization to implement and test the service but can also be tested in the online platform 

with A/B tests.  

 

 

 

FoxPush27 

Representing providers with a smaller number of clients but with good services and reviews, 

FoxPush offers a similar service with even free targeting and does not have A/B testing in the 

same free version. Like the previous providers have unlimited free service and the possibility to 

implement the service from the platform although with fewer features and a much smaller degree 

of customization. As stated, before the service is well-reviewed and used by Mazda and L’Oreal 

for example with fast and accurate functionality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
26 https://firebase.google.com/docs/cloud-messaging 
27 https://www.foxpush.com/ 

https://firebase.google.com/docs/cloud-messaging
https://www.foxpush.com/
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4 Analysis of Previous Work 
 

4.1 Previous Work 

In terms of structure and base, the previous work (Figure 3) was done with attention to detail and 

no main/structural changes will be done maintaining the development decisions such as the 

communication protocols that will be analysed in Chapter 5, the development tools keeping the 

Node.js28 Cloud Server, the Javascript29 programmed Controller and the React Native30 Mobile 

Application. 

 

 

 
Figure 2 – Current infrastructure layered view 

 
The components presented in Figure 6 are meant to be preserved and the only reformulation will 

occur between the Irrigation Controller and the Cloud Server that was only simulated before.  

 
The user tests of the solution interface were satisfying showing a usability score of 72.33 but were 

not relevant since the population picked was not the same that uses this kind of 

application/interface. Even so, the general usability is good with a margin for improvement 

especially in the zone setting area as mentioned in a previous dissertation [17]. Other interface 

aspects are the inexistent user interaction that can be improved with notifications to alert the 

farmer when an anomaly is happening. 

 

The analysis of the previously executed algorithms outlined the need for the FAO algorithm [18] 

input revision due to the big mean-variance (47,51%) [17] of the irrigation algorithm output with 

the on-terrain sensor readings suggestions. This variance comes from the rainfall spatial 

 
28 https://nodejs.org/en/ 
29 https://www.javascript.com/ 
30 https://facebook.github.io/react-native/ 
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variability [19] that affects the studied area, a consequence of the vast area covered by each 

meteorological station.  

4.2 The Case Study of Quinta das Chantas 

The creation of new information systems starts with process understanding, the users, and their 

actions [20]. There is no better way to build requirements and goals than watching the real 

process taking place, talk with the potential users, and understand the current problems and 

improvements needed. 

 
With this in mind, we contacted Mr. João Pedro Sanches and on 6 December 2018 visited his 

farm located in Santarem, Portugal. We were guided by the farm’s engineer Ms. Ana Santos that 

explained first that the farm is composed of more than 160 hectares, 43 of Walnuts and 113 of 

Olive Trees and the irrigation method is micro-drip due to the grove setting. 

 

To achieve profit in these operations the process must produce the best quality product with the 

minimum resources. Ms. Santos explained everything about the complex process such as soil 

analysis, irrigation infrastructure, zones and crop planning, plantation, the growing, and 

harvesting. All this process is carefully followed by the engineer to make sure of the health of the 

crops and the minimum cost is achieved.  

 

It was even possible to get access to leaf pressure tests that are performed to confirm the watering 

needs for each zone and make adjustments. 

 

This farm met the minimal conditions to develop a necessary Case Study and support the 

development of the application with real data coming from there mainly due to its extension, the 

different growing state areas, different olive and walnuts species and presented challenges in the 

terrain elevation and characteristics with the need to define several zones. 

 

After visiting the key points of the farm like the sensors sites, the pumps, and the different growing 

areas it was time to understand the tools used in the farm to manage the groves and the problems 

and limitations of the current method. 

 

It was possible to access the management platform that is refreshing every 6 hours with 

information about the weather, sensor readings, weekly irrigation suggestions based on the FAO 

algorithm [9], and irrigation statistics. It is even possible to access the quantity of water that 

effectively arrives at the plants by the micro-drip system thanks to a water counter. 

The farm’s initial setting is too complex, demanding the joint effort of several companies to 

engineer the precision farming solution. 
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It was also highlighted the importance of having humidity sensors to follow the plant growth and 

necessities as well as the Kc (reference) to calculate the irrigation in the different growth stages 

of the plant. This monitoring is possible due to the soil moisture readings at different depths. By 

joining this data with the soil analysis, it is possible to know when roots arrive at a significantly 

different soil composition and readjust irrigation. 

24 distinct olive grove irrigation zones require a complex irrigation schedule pre-programmed in 

the controllers of the pumps. 

 

In the zone setting, one important aspect is not being considered: the output water pressure of 

the pumps to pump water to the wanted zones which creates the necessity of join zones to water 

at the same time to avoid changing the pumps. 

The most relevant aspect of the farm operation is the constant necessity of one person to 

manually re-program irrigation schedules thanks to the inexistence of programmable irrigation 

controllers. 

 

One problem stated by the engineer regarded the sensor's activity because initially the sensors 

were not placed at adequate spots and one of them started producing off-scale humidity values 

due to the constant flood of the spot.  

 

Another problem found was the maintenance of the plant’s health in a farm with these dimensions 

can be exhaustive without any other support than direct observation, which is the method currently 

adopted and is taking almost all the time of the engineer.  

 

 

4.3 The path to evolution 

Dealing with natural processes in an automated system is challenging due to the number of 

variables and possibilities of the real environment, so the evolution margin is still considerable 

and by merging of the real problems with the work already done the following lines describe the 

conclusions and aims for the path of this dissertation. 

 

 

- Gather NDVI images of the farm. 

- Process NVDI Satellite images [11]-[14] to detect irrigation problems and plant anomalies 

and pumping system problems.  

- Add notifications to enhance user interaction and alert for possible changes detected by 

satellite imagery. Set reminders for irrigation schedules. 

- Tackle spatial variability of weather forecasts by gathering forecasts from more providers. 
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- Upgrade the setting interface of the application to allow users to specify the minimum 

pressure that each pump has to work and combine this information with the zone's initial 

setting. 

- Confront the irrigation amount algorithm with the soil moisture values from the sensors 

present in the studied farm to infer the real plant necessities and the accuracy of the 

algorithm. 

- Compare the output of the Image processing algorithm with the real conditions of the Case 

Study farm of the area specified by the algorithm. 
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5 Solution background 

The solution will be an incremental innovation with the implementation of the main modules, 

Satellite Imagery and Notifications, and it will combine the knowledge of the previous researchers, 

projects, and previous work done at Quinta das Chantas in the first version of Raindrop. 

 

 

5.1 System architecture and communications  

The proposed solution is an irrigation application based on weather forecasts, confirmed by 

remote sense imagery processing. 

 

The system architecture is composed by the server, the mobile application and by the irrigation 

controller (left side of figure 5) that is marked as future work. 

The server establishes a connection with 3 different API’s, two weather providers and one satellite 

imagery provider. The cloud-based application running in the server acts as a client to ask the 

APIs for data. 

In Figure 5, the information direction is represented by the arrows. The communication and 

information exchange between the mobile application and the server is bidirectional, represented 

by the double direction arrow. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Communications between system components 

To achieve maintenance reduction through satellite imagery process it is necessary to start a 

communication with the Agro API (3-phase API described in detail in Figure 10, page 40). The 

API will output the manipulated image and then the server will store the same image in the 

database also represented in the figure. The processing of this image is performed in the server 
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and then redirected to the mobile application to perform the visualization of the image and the 

warning about anomalies in the plant health by the implementation of notifications described in 

the figure by the ringing bell. 

 

Communication is centralized in the Cloud Server that acts both as a client for Weather providers 

and Satellite imagery APIs and as a server for irrigation controllers and mobile applications.   

 

Excluding the farm devices - server communication marked as future work, the server is 

accountable for the request (HTTPS request with JSON /GeoJSON file as a response) and 

storage (MongoDB) of the information from weather and satellite APIs. Furthermore, processes 

all the information to obtain watering schedules [17], maintenance alerts and satellite NDVI 

images. 

 

The client-pull procedure made by the mobile application as described in [17] is maintained. The 

communication is based on REST interaction. 

 

Notification service is also illustrated in figure 5 on the mobile side. 

 

The next subchapter describes the secondary requirements implemented on the server-side. 

 

 

 

5.2 Secondary requirements proposed solution 

From the previous Raindrop version [17] as described in chapter 3.1, secondary requirements 

were not fulfilled. The notifications and satellite imagery are defined as the main challenges and 

discussed in detail (Chapter 5.3). From the minor challenges, the following were selected in 

alignment with the current project aim: 

 

Multiple weather data providers – Tackle weather spatial variability by keeping the same type of 

communication between Cloud Server and weather forecast providers (Figure 3, page 10). The 

solution will add one more weather provider to confront with MeteoTecnico forecasts. 

 

Pump minimum pressure – The watering pumps work at different pressures. Giving the user pump 

information in the interface enhances usability and provide the user with important setting 

information. 

 

Remote Server settlement - It is necessary to mitigate the application downtime to provide a good 

service to users and at the same time support the development of further application versions. 
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Security Enhancement – The first version of the application didn’t focus on the security aspects 

vital to the protection of the farmer information about the terrains owned. 

 

 

5.3 Solution Modelling and Requirements 

To provide detailed support for the implementation of the main modules of the project, the 

requirements setting followed by the modelling of each module are performed. 

 

5.3.1 Satellite Imagery Display and Process 

In terms of Imagery display, the following requirements were defined. 

 

Functionality Requirements 

1 – Creation of a Polygon – The system must create a polygon from the coordinates inputted by 

the user to define a certain zone and area. The system should calculate the polygon area. 

 

2 – Visualization of NDVI index – The system needs to show the index perceptibly to the user 

with proper scale and description. 

3 – Find anomalies – Users must be able to find anomalies by the visualization of the index. 

 

 

Data Requirements 

4 – Save the polygon – The system should save the polygon as an array of coordinates.  

 

5 – Save the processed image – The processed image with the index should be saved in the 

database of the system to be used at any time by the user. 

 

6 – Image precision – The satellite image extracted in the first stage should have at least 10 

meters of spatial precision. 

 

7 – Image Availability – The system should update the image at least once a week. 

 

8 – Freely available data – The module should run entirely on free data and processes. 

 

 

Modelling 
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To solve user needs and requirements in terms of NDVI map visualization, 4 possible solutions 

were evaluated. 

 

The first method gathers a circular image with a fixed radius from a central point given by the user 

dependent on the zone and area. 

 

Figure 4 - Circular image method 

 This method was not feasible due to the variety of agriculture zones and even with a circle radius 

defined by the user some areas would make too big and waste precision that is a vital requirement 

defined previously. 

At the same time, this circle image would embrace a lot of non-crop areas wasting resources in 

processing all the image areas like is described on Figure 6. 

Using this method, it would not be possible to assist the user in the identification of problems in 

the crop and the irrigation equipment since the system could detect unhealthy plant areas outside 

the crop area and activate the warning. 

 

The second method makes users provide the satellite image for the system to process and add 

the NDVI index. Giving this amount of freedom to the user is violating heuristic 3 in the two most 

accepted Usability Heuristics for Smartphones [36] [37]. 

In SMASH ‘user control and freedom’ compromises itself. By giving freedom we lose control of 

the user's actions. In EUHSA ‘realistic error management’ points towards the normal existence of 

errors in user's actions and giving freedom escalates, even more, these errors. 

In sum, the amount of unpredicted and errors make this solution unfeasible as users aren’t 

specialized as described in Chapter 2 and might even be elderly [36]. 

Even with tutorials, this solution would create a massive work of input quality confirmation to fulfil 

the requirements needed (Chapter 5.3.1). 

 

The third method is described by the creation of a polygon that defines the crop area. A polygon 

is defined as ‘a flat shape with three or more straight sides’ [38] and with no prior available study 

in agriculture crop shapes, the only evidence was the farm crop areas in the study that have a 

quadrangular shape normally. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/flat
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/shape
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/straight
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/side
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As input, the users need to provide at least 3 points in the space (coordinates) in the format 

[latitude; longitude] to create the polygon. 

With this solution, it is possible to trim the excess areas and process only the relevant chunk. 

Moreover, dependent on the user needs, it is possible to add more points to enhance the polygon 

shape and refine, even more, the wanted area for further analysis. 

 

Finally, the fourth method is consisted of pointing by the user of the unreliable and most 

susceptible maintenance points to control and the system rings an alert if a dangerous threshold 

is passed. The method relies not upon visualization but in a statistical approach to find problems 

in the crop. The procedure, in the given points, is certain as the system is not analysing colours 

in the image but their value, having the exact value without errors. The disadvantage is that it is 

not possible to scout for problems other than the ones in the points given. 

 

From the communication with the target farm highlighted in Chapter 3 and pointing out the study 

done in Chapter 4, the visualization of a map of the area/zone with the proper leaf reflectance 

index was a priority. By selecting this approach, the precision farming mobile applications give an 

assisted decision tool for the users like it was demanded in the farm studied in our work.  

To show the right area with NDVI index [14], the strategy chosen was the third, establishing a 

polygon by the definition of n ≥ 3 points as coordinates inputted by the user. This way the input is 

maximally reduced to mitigate user errors and the image precision is not compromised. The post 

image trim process is explained in Chapter 6. 

 

Dealing with an existing application, the decision on where to introduce the new feature on the 

interface is modelled as described in figure 7.  

 

 

Figure 5 - NDVI interface location 
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The introduction of the NDVI map feature between the Water Balance and Details of the zone is 

done in relevance order and to preserve zone details if the NDVI image is not available.  

 

 

Imagery Process  

The analysis of the NDVI map by the user can be complemented by the processing of the same 

image. To help the farmer make an assisted decision about crop anomalies or maintenance tasks 

on the pumping equipment, NDVI image processing was planned as follows. 

 

 

Functionality Requirements 

1 – Visualization of affected areas – the interface should present to the user the process 

information to help in farming decisions. 

 

2 – Warn about maintenance problems – If the output is maintenance information the user should 

be notified. 

 

 

 

Data Requirements 

3 – Group exclusivity - Each pixel is unique and only belongs to one group.  

 

4 – Euclidean Distance - The groups are formed based only in distance.  

 

5 – Order - The pixels must be grouped by order.  

 

6 – Custom distance - The distance threshold must be adjustable. 

 

7 - Custom group creation - The number of pixels per group must be adjustable. 

 

8 –Full analysis - All the pixels must be analysed. 

 

9 –Global Optimum result – Points not fitting in the clusters must be considered outliers. 

 

 

Modelling 

To provide a deeper comprehension of crop health and maintenance problems it is important to 

process the newly obtained NDVI image and not just give it to the user to analyse. Thereby the 
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mixed method brings the knowledge of the farmer by the NDVI visualization of his farm with the 

precision of image processing to find even the minor crop incongruencies. 

 

The data to be processed is of type image. Therefore, the algorithm performance plays a vital role 

in the process due to the amount of data to analyse. It is necessary to examine each pixel of each 

crop NDVI image of each farm of each user of the application.  

 

Consequently, the output precision is not the only concern in terms of algorithm picking and can 

be affected in the case of taking too much process power or causes conflict with concurrent and 

more important server processes. 

 

As a piece of crucial information, the method to present the output to the user needs to be 

analysed to fulfil the functionality requirements stated previously. 

There are two methods to achieve user awareness about processing outputs. The first is based 

on the highlight of affected areas below a certain NDVI threshold. This method relies on the 

introduction of a colour that is not present in the NDVI original image to point maintenance 

problems of affected areas in the farm. The method is violating heuristics 2, 6, 8 and 10 of EUHSA 

[37] due to the representation of ambiguous information and overloading the interface. The display 

of such a big amount of information in the same image is not feasible.  

 

The second method consists in the presentation of real-world coordinates of the farm where the 

processing finds the affected areas or maintenance problems. This way the farmer does not need 

to interpret the image that just by itself could be a challenge in the previous method due to colour 

confusion and maybe also misidentify the area where the problems are. By coordinate display in 

the interface, the user can judge the problem in the field with location precision. This way the 

second heuristic of EUHSA [37] “match between system and the real world” is respected. 

 

To detect crop or equipment anomalies is crucial to define the threshold. In terms of NDVI, using 

the scale previously done (2.4 – figure 2) and by [13], the problems in the crop start under the 

0.55 NDVI value. The threshold can be adjusted to identify more serious (by lowering the value) 

or more superficial problems (NDVI value around 0.5) [13].To ensure the detection of the most 

severe crop problems the threshold is set at 0.25. Therefore, to find crop areas were “the plants 

are no longer healthy or reflecting” [13] it is necessary to look for the grey pixels, according to 

Figure 2 scale. 

 

To find the <0.25 NDVI value zones the following procedure is needed: 

 

1 – Scan the satellite image for desired colour pixels. 

 

2 – Filter the coordinates [x,y] of each desired colour pixel. 
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3 – Group by distance all the selected pixels (clustering). 

 

4 – Find the central and representative coordinate of each group of pixels. 

 

5 – For each group, transform central pixel coordinate into the geographic coordinate. 

 

5.3.2 Notifications 

The notification service presents the same pre-development process of the satellite imagery, 

defined by requirement and consequent modelling. 

 

Functionality Requirements 

1 – Notification Uniqueness - Each Notification is unique and identified by an ID. 

 

2 – Event Alert - The notifications should alert users to events on the farm. 

 

3 – Trigger - Each notification is triggered by a change in the application or variable state. 

 

Data Requirements 

4 – User Singularity - Each device /user has different notifications dependent on the triggers. 

 

5 – User Group - Possibility to group users dependent on the notification targets. 

 

6 – Model Storage - Notification model should be stored to be triggered and reused. 

 

7 - Custom Notifications - The administrator of the application can change the content of the 

notifications. 

 

 

Modelling 

Towards a bigger user interaction and to reinforce user action when needed, the notifications 

bring awareness to the application even when it is not currently in use [39] [40]. On the other 

hand, this kind of service if wrongly implemented can make the users uninstall the application as 

stated in [39]. 

In the precision farming environment, it is essential to alert the farmer when crop variables 

change, due to the big responsibility that the user deposits in the application to bring the best 

results to their investments. For each crop component change that the user is not notified, the 
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consequences can be severe if not treated, especially if the farms have big dimension like the 

one studied. 

 

Some examples of crop variables are irrigation material problems, crop health modifications, 

irrigation schedule or amount modified, abnormal sensor readings …, etc.  

By the premise that this service is essential to the application [40], the various implementation 

options are analysed in the current chapter.  

 

As the notification interactions might be considered disruptive by the user as a result of the 

sounds, alerts and icons presented, an authorization request is needed to obtain user consent 

about the notification activity. The group of notified users is restricted to the ones that accept the 

request. 

 

Just through the assessment of the use cases and alerts needed to be performed, it is possible 

to decide what type of notification to implement. Moreover, the purpose of the notification service 

needs to be defined in the precision farming environment. The purpose is constituted by the 

targets, triggers type and provider of the service. The purpose identification is present in the next 

sub-chapter where main module decisions will be addressed, more precisely from 5.4.8 to 5.4.11. 

 

 

 

5.4 Main Module Decisions 

The previous review in State of the art (4.4-4.7) and the requirement setting (5.3) is intended to 

merge the knowledge and achieve an optimal solution integrating it into the Raindrop application. 

The main issues to tackle are the display and process of satellite imagery and the notifications 

service setting. 

 

To achieve the satellite imagery display and process (5.4.1 to 5.4.7): 

 

- Identification of Satellite constellation  

- Identification of Satellite Image Source  

- Identification Mapping Manipulation Software  

- Acquisition manipulated images 

- Display images in the Raindrop interface 

- Process the same area images to find crop health irregularities  

 

In the spectrum of notifications, several decisions need to be conducted based on the 

requirements and modelling performed in 5.3.2.  
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To implement notifications it is necessary to define (5.4.8 to 5.4.11): 

- Identification of Notification Targets  

- Identification of Notification Triggers  

- Identification of Notification Type  

- Identification of Notification Provider  

 

5.4.1 Identification of Satellite Constellation 

Being a nonprofitable project is not possible to support even the cheapest image price due to the 

image frequency needed and the low usability of each image coming from the minimum order 

area of 10000 hectares [28].  

Sentinel-2 will be the option adopted thanks to its dominance not just in spatial precision but also 

in the revisit time to Landsat-8 (8 days versus Sentinel-2, 5 days). For irrigation purposes, weekly 

reports are not enough as approached in the previous work [17], but for crop changes such as 

growth anomalies or diseases is enough with the weekly rate the chosen one for update satellite 

modified images with NDVI index [11] for example. 

Band range captured by Sentinel-2 sensors allows the full support for index construction with 

previous band selection [41]. 

 

5.4.2 Identification of Satellite Image Source 

 

Knowing the Constellation to get images from, the image source plays a vital role in the quality 

(precision) and the frequency of images that is possible to acquire.  

 

The main source is Copernicus Open Access Hub31 using Open Data Protocol32 on top of  HTTP 

to allow REST-based data services. Using curl or wget it is possible to download with the 

appropriate query options the Sentinel-2 images for the polygon farm’s area. 

 

Although it is the most customizable tool, Copernicus Open Access Hub doesn’t fulfil the 

availability requirement. The source isn’t able to provide constant imagery for the area required 

with the 10m precision needed. The images available follow a narrow longitude line, different in 

every satellite passage. The unpredictable satellite imagery is exemplified in figure 8. 

 

 
31 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home 
32 https://www.odata.org/ 

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home
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Figure 6 - Copernicus Hub daily image availability 

In figure 8, the yellow represents the satellite imagery area available to download for the Sentinel 

2 image search. The same figure highlights a second problem related to the size of each set of 

images. Each set is more than 500 MB which is too much for the application to handle. 

 

Agro API33 stands as the next satellite imagery provider in terms of features, support, number of 

users and images available. The image availability even surpasses Copernicus Hub without the 

necessity of queries. Instead, an area polygon is defined and every 2 to 4 days, new images are 

available with the 10m precision required. 

5.4.3 Identification of Mapping Manipulation Software 

Manipulation software allows Sentinel-2 image transformation to obtain an index shown in the 

new layered image. The goal is to obtain images with the indexes approached in Chapter 2.4 of 

this project.  

 

After the analysis of the State of the art in Mapping Manipulation Software in Chapter 4, Agro API 

was the software with the best online support, widely used for precision farming remote sense 

analytics and the most versatile being able to obtain, with high-level functions, every analytics 

index [42]. The API avoids the third-party dependency brought by Google Earth Engine34 with the 

mandatory use of Google Cloud to store the non-manipulated and Google Drive to store the 

manipulated images. Agro API achieves the same precision images with a simpler procedure and 

brings compatibility by the usage of the same API to provide the non manipulated images and the 

manipulation procedure within. 

 

 
33 https://agromonitoring.com/ 
34 https://earthengine.google.com/ 

https://agromonitoring.com/
https://earthengine.google.com/
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5.4.4 Communication and Storage Data Serialization 

Precision farming is based on the gathering and interpretation of natural processes and actuation 

according to that interpretation. To be able to actuate, data needs to be processed. More data 

and more providers mean more accurate results in the actuation of the irrigation and maintenance 

systems [3]. 

 

In a complete precision farming environment, data arrives at the application in different formats 

and from different providers. The environment in which the precision farming environment is 

developed presents itself constraints in terms of data accepted. There is a need to serialize the 

different data to simplify the processing and communication inside the environment. 

 

 
Dealing with a distributed system, communication between server and client play a vital role. 

Interchanging the basic types of data (int, str, float) is straightforward but when it comes to more 

complex information structures, such as images, further studies on data format need to be 

performed. The possibility of storing the information in the system database also influences the 

format to use. 

 

From [29], the feasibility of MongoDB database in storing remote sensing image data and its 

performance efficiency is proved. 

 

MongoDB uses BSON (binary-encoded JSON) to extend the JSON model and deliver more data 

types and a unified and more efficient format for encoding and decoding [30] [31]. 

Therefore, and knowing that the image transfer over HTTP is mainly done by transforming the 

image into a byte array, all the data formats studied are binary based [32].  

Binary 

Binary is the native language of a computer. The basic binary form is used every time it interacts 

with the hardware. The most widely used way to interpret this data is by using Unicode charset. 

Node.js (Javascript interpreter and environment) has a Buffer object that is used to store binary 

data into a sequence of bytes in a more accessible way than the Javascript ArrayBuffer [33]. 

The same buffer option is available in a MongoDB database to store binary data. 

This data format gives low-level simplification in the transfer and storage making it light but brings 

complexity in the assembly of the image to a readable format. 

 

 

JSON 

Javascript object notation (JSON) ensures machine and human-readable objects with string/value 

pairs. This notation can be used to transfer objects through HTTP communication [32]. It is the 

most used data format to output data from an API. 
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As a string-based notation, raw binary data needs to be transformed to string to be sent as an 

object in this notation. Hence, the total size of the transfer is JSON notation wrapper + string of 

transformed data (bigger than the original data). 

 

 

Base 64 

Although it is possible to transfer binary data directly through the network (HTTP), that data might 

be interpreted as control characters and data become corrupted. For that reason, it is better to 

transform the binary data into characters through the commonly used Base 64 encoding. This 

encoding is 33% bigger in terms of size due to the transformation of 3 bytes to encode into 4 

ASCII bytes. 

 

Many character sets have the same 64 characters, having big compatibility with Base 64 encoding 

instead of other Base 16, 32, 84 encodings [34].  

 
 

5.4.5 Image processing technique 

 

In the project context, image processing is based on pixel value extraction. The simplest and most 

efficient way to access pixel value in NodeJs is by the Jimp35 module which offers a wide range 

of tools in image modification and image processing. 

 

Other alternatives compatible with the application environment are mainly focused on image 

transformation rather than pixel value extraction and image information. 

In the context of the processing problem, “image.getPixelColor(x,y)” [44] is an example of pixel 

information extraction achievable by the Nodejs module. 

 

More precisely, if the intention is to find and compare pixel RGBA colour, image.bitmap.data 

[idx+1] [44] gives the precise value. 

 

With the colours described as numbers (RGBA values), it is possible to adjust the colour precision 

in which a pixel is chosen. 

 

Each time that the intended pixel colour is found, the pixel coordinates within the satellite image 

[x,y] are saved. 

 

 
35 https://www.npmjs.com/package/jimp 

https://www.npmjs.com/package/jimp
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Depending on the crop problems that the farmer wants to mitigate, the change of colour value 

(RGBA) inside the NDVI spectrum brings to notice different ranges of problems in the crop. 

 

To identify the image processing technique to use in the project context, it is necessary to review 

image processing requirements (5.3) to filter the clustering types that fulfil the requirements. 

From requirement 3 (group exclusivity) the Fuzzy clustering is discarded due to the possibility of 

having a pixel that belongs to more than one group in this type of clustering. The Hierarchical 

clustering is eliminated as an option due to requirement 4 (Euclidean distance). 

Even the centroid-based type of clustering is discarded owing to the order needed in the clustering 

procedure and the impossibility to have outliers (requirements 5 and 9) which also discards the 

density-based approach. 

 

From the impossibility to find an optimal solution from the main clustering types and algorithms, 

a custom solution is engineered. 

 

The main problems of the image segmentation challenge are the complexity of each NDVI image 

(performance issues), the inability to predict the number of groups of pixels found and the 

customization needed (requirements 6 and 7). 

 

The image segmentation study performed a priori in 2.5 confronts the two closest approaches 

from the required algorithm, centroid-based (k-means) and density-based (DBSCAN), to 

understand the features needed to implement in the custom algorithm.  

 

The algorithm is inspired in both algorithms with analysis of the pixels in order and with strict 

neighbourhood Euclidean distance value.  

 

 

5.4.6 Data Visualization Method 

 

The remote sensing image format alongside the environment constraints conduct the data 

visualization format in the interface to the following options. 

 

GeoTIFF  

TIFF (tagged image file format) presents a high-quality solution for the image file format. The 

quality comes with the drawback of big file size. To store geo-referenced information, it needs an 

additional file and GeoTIFF solves that problem. This format allows the storage of several images 

in the same file, identical to a PDF file. 
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Depending on the image, PNG is from 15% to 20% lighter than GeoTIFF [35] in terms of image 

size without losing quality due to its lossless compression. 

To cut on file size and to combat ambiguities, there is no need to store more than a single image 

in each file, representing just the crop area. 

 

For these reasons and due to the incompatibility of GeoTIFF images with React Native accepted 

image files, the PNG structured file was, as a result, analysed. 

 

 

PNG Tiles 

Inside the PNG format, it is possible to split an image into tiles, store them as an image collection 

and then rebuilt them with the help of Leaflet or OpenLayers software, working as React Native 

modules to build the final image. The option presented is suitable when the goal of the interface 

is to show several layers, perhaps with an additional map layer with the surrounding area of the 

original image. By splitting the image into tiles there’s a need for several HTTP calls and 

reassembly just to present one image thus increasing the complexity of the visualization method.  

 

 

PNG 

PNG was designed for transferring images on the internet with the lossless compression file 

format which makes the most appropriate image format. Moreover, it is compatible with React 

Native 36. 

 

With the PNG image format, it is possible to maintain the original quality of the image and fulfil 

the precision requirement of the NDVI image visualization. It is also the lighter option in terms of 

file size while maintaining the original quality. Therefore, one only needs one HTTP call to be 

transferred, also simplifying the storage process [35]. 

 

Base 64 is a widely used data type, where the data is not confused with control characters as it 

happens in Binary type. In the other hand is simple enough to store the information needed and 

provide integrity confirmation without the need to be human-readable like JSON, that for certain 

data types, like images, it is more complex to convert [31].  

Base 64 is the storage data serialization type chosen due to the small space required in the 

database and the confirmation that will reach the destination without flaws, and the storage in the 

database type (NoSQL – MongoDB) [43] encounters no problems. 

 

The 64 encoding comes from the most used, most adaptable, and most compatible encoding with 

storage and interfaces display beating encodings like Base 16 or 84. 

 

 
36 https://reactnative.dev/ 

https://reactnative.dev/
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In terms of image visualization in the mobile environment interface, three main types are 

discussed in 4.7.2, GeoTIFF, PNG Tiles and PNG. 

 

As stated PNG is around 20% lighter than GeoTIFF [35], lighter and simple than PNG tiles that 

need more than one HTTP call to transfer the same image divided in tiles. 

Also, the compatibility with React Native and the quality preservation of the image with lossless 

compression makes the lighter format and the format to use in the current project that demands 

lighter files preserving the precision for the farmer to analyse the satellite images. 

 

 

5.4.7 Identification of Notification Targets 

Although segmenting the user population is beneficial, in Raindrop, as there is no premium 

version involved, all the members have the same benefits and tools, having the same notification 

service as well available. Therefore, the service targets are all the application users. 

 

 

5.4.8 Identification of Notification Triggers 

The definition of notification triggers is the most important decision in this type of service and 

application where notifications serve as a reminder for the users to act in irregular situations that 

might prevent crop and capital loss. Dependent on the size of the farm these reminders might 

play an even more important role. 

 

The important decision is supported by the communication with the farm in the study, Quinta das 

Chantas, that provided essential insights in the farm and farmer’s needs. 

 

There are three situations identified where notification needs to be triggered.  

 

- Scheduled irrigation, that needs to be reminded to the farmer. 

- Maintenance to be performed in the pumping system or a sensor.  

- A plant health anomaly is found in the crop.  

 

All the notification scenarios pointed belong to the mechanical type of notifications, as they don’t 

depend on user behaviour or location to be triggered.  

The irrigation reminder is a time trigger and the remaining two triggers are event ones, which 

means they are triggered by a change in the state of an entity. 
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5.4.9 Identification of Notification Type 

By the designation of notification targets and triggers it is possible to understand the type of 

notification best suited for the project context. 

There are two types of notifications in terms of operation: remote and local.  

 

Remote notifications are appropriate for any type of information alert. The major advantage is the 

possibility to provide information about other users, like recommend friends, based in your friend's 

connections in a social network, or even trigger a notification from a third-party API. The only limit 

resides in the information that the application server can process and store. These advantages 

come with a complexity cost in the architecture, process, and implementation of the service [45]. 

The dependency of a third-party notification handler mitigates the implementation complexity but 

brings a controversial topic to the table. In the search for the best suiting third-party notification 

handler (Chapter 4.8), a considering amount of bad reviews mentioning data leaks is flagrant. 

The biggest notification service handlers are accused of stealing data from the user's applications 

such as One Signal and Google Firebase. Even with a “non-dangerous” provider supporting the 

application, sensitive user data is crossing through the provider’s environment and although its 

offering a safe transport layer to communicate with the client application, might be leaking the 

same data for advertisement, user recognition or other purposes. Having the task of displaying 

the notification content gives these providers access to clear data, not protected from the 

previously described activities. 

 

Remote notifications get the name from the external communication that is needed to obtain such 

information and transmit it to the user. The process of remote notifications is divided into four 

parts.  

 

 

Figure 7 - Push Notification Architecture adapted from [46] 
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The mobile application registers itself to the third-party push notification server and receives as a 

result the registration ID (1). Then the mobile application sends the same registration ID alongside 

with the third-party service account username to be stored in the database of the application (2). 

When a notification is triggered, the application server authenticates to the remote notification 

provider with the credentials, receiving and authorization token that is retransmitted back 

alongside with the registration ID stored and the notification content (3). By the registration ID, 

the provider checks if the mobile device is alive to send the notification (4). [46] 

 

 

 

On the other hand, local notifications, inform the user with device/local data to enhance the 

interaction. Background actions are also possible through scheduled local notifications. The local 

notification implementation is lighter consisting just in the action of trigger the notification with the 

information wanted by the use of an npm module, linked with react native, to perform the display 

of the notifications. In other words, client applications (mobile application) trigger their 

notifications. This type of notification is suited for reminders and additional tasks booster [45]. 

 

The local notification service is limited to the application environment, not allowing information to 

be intercepted outside the application and preventing third-party entity dependency. The local 

approach is suited for reminders, simple trigger events notified at the moment or scheduled for 

the future.  

 

Both types of notifications have the same output, being impossible for the user to distinguish 

different notification types by the appearance [40].  

 

The notifications required in the current application environment (precision farming), are 

accessible in the client-side, do not need user filtering and are defined by mechanical triggers. 

Therefore, the change of state triggers the notification needed is possible through the 

implementation of the simpler local notifications. 

Even the biggest advantage of remote notifications is not relevant in the farming context because 

even when a trigger is fired, the action needed from the farmer can wait, turning real-time alerts 

into meaningless advantages. 

 

Scheduled irrigation, pumping infrastructure/sensor damaged and plant health anomalies are all 

information present in the client interface. Through local notifications, this information is alerted 

to the user even when the application is not running achieving all the notification requirements 

without depending on third-party providers and constraining the information inside the application 

bounds. 
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5.4.10 Identification of Notification Provider 

The notification providers presented in chapter 4.8 are introduced in the context of remote 

notifications where a third-party provider is needed.  

 

In the case of local notifications, no provider is needed, and the notification information only 

circulates inside the application boundaries, being triggered by changes in the state of its 

information. Therefore, and with just an npm module (react-native-local-notifications), it is 

possible to implement local notifications and fulfil project notification requirements. 
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6 Raindrop Application Expansion 

To fulfil the previously presented architecture and requirements, this chapter presents the 

implementation work with special emphasis on the satellite imagery module and notification 

service that expands the usability of Raindrop. 

Besides, it will present the improvements done on existing modules of the application. 

 

6.1 Satellite Imagery 

The modelling and identification of all the tools and proceedings referring to the process and 

display of satellite imagery are the base to the implementation phase that is described in the 

following subchapters 6.1.1 to 6.1.6. 

 

 

6.1.1 Data Acquiring  

The analysis of satellite imagery source performed in 5.4.2 concluded that Agro API is the source 

to perform the data acquiring. 

 

The source adapts to the modelling and requirements set in 5.3.1 that state the need for a polygon 

for each zone area of the farm. This capacity together with the high image availability, image 

precision and ease of implementation reinforces the decision in the choice of Agro API. 

 

Also, this service simplifies the image manipulation phase discussed in 4.5 and 5.4.3 with an 

additional API call which computes, for a given polygon area (farm zone), the NDVI index with the 

required precision. 

 

 

Figure 8 - API calls between Raindrop server and Agro API 
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The interaction (HTTPS calls) between the Raindrop server and the Agro API (Figure 5) are 

described in detail in Figure 10.  

In total, to create the polygon (1), check for satellite images available (2) and to transform a regular 

satellite image into NDVI image (3), 3 API calls need to be performed. If the server is asking NDVI 

images for an existing polygon, just 2 calls are performed. 

 

The first step to create the polygon is to define the polygon edges by its geo coordinates. 

The user inputs the group of coordinates that define the farm zone created in the application in 

the form latitude, longitude for each point. 

The coordinates are added to the previously existent Zone instance present in the application 

database. 

 

Transform the coordinate input into GeoJSON format [47] is the second step to create the polygon 

in the API (1). 

JSON as the standard data interchange format has a location data version GeoJSON that is the 

best suiting format for this data exchange between server and API. 

Thus following the definition of the polygon in this format [47] the coordinates were transformed 

in [ [ [ latitude, longitude ], [ latitude, longitude ] … ] ] and the object polygon was created by giving 

the coordinates in the last structure and the name of the zone as shown in the next Figure, present 

in AgroApi.js line 35. 

 

 

Figure 9 - GeoJSON object Polygon 

As a result of sending the GeoJSON object to Agro API by POST (1 in figure 10), a polygon ID is 

created to identify the polygon in the API environment and the same ID is sent from the API to 

the application server to be used in the second API call.  

 

The second API request (2) is important to guarantee that the availability of satellite images 

requirement is accomplished. 

The second request consists of the polygon ID and the time interval in which we want that the 

images were captured. 
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As a response, the API will send all the images available and the newest one (NDVI one, less 

than 7% clouds and from Sentinel 2) will be selected as the GET request of the last API request 

(3) that return the NDVI image required. 

 

 

API 1 

REQUEST – POST GeoJSON object (Fig.11) 

RESPONSE – Polygon ID 

 

API 2 

REQUEST – GET Polygon ID Time Start Time End 

RESPONSE – Link for NDVI call 

 

API3 

REQUEST – GET Link NDVI call 

RESPONSE – PNG  

 

 

From all the API data acquiring process, the output is a PNG formatted image of the cropped 

polygon with the latest satellite image. 

The NDVI filter [13] is dependent on the pallet ID choose. With the support of the previous study 

of the NDVI index (Chapter 2.4) and the requirements defined in Chapter 5, the scale is defined 

in Figure 12. 

 

 

 

Figure 10 - NDVI index scale 

 

The precision of the green part of the scale is vital to the user perception of a problem in the crop. 

For this purpose, the scale is composed of 9 levels of green to tackle any problem regarding the 

crop health at early stages. 

 

With the setup of the NDVI visualization scale, it is possible to shape the first images of “Quinta 

das Chantas”. 
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Figure 11 - NDVI images from Nogueiras and Olival zones (4/4/2020) 

 

With the 10-meter precision requirement, the farmer can understand in detail which zones are 

damaged or with a pumping system problem and distinguish if the dead areas (NDVI value <0.25) 

are the buildings in the terrain or other structures and non-planted areas as it’s perceptible in the 

Nogueiras zone where the middle section was not yet planted at the image acquiring date.  

 

Having the NDVI images acquired and present in the Raindrop environment is the beginning of 

the process that later involves the storage and serialization of them in the system. 

 

6.1.2 Data storage  

According to the requirements, a weekly update should be performed to bring a new image of the 

farm zones asked.  

Admitting the small number of user interactions with the interface (NDVI image) of the application 

within a week, the system would interact every time with the API and repeat all the process in 

every interaction, not storing anything in the database and giving the most updated version of the 

crop visualization every time. If the user accesses the application with a higher frequency than 

the predicted, a lot of resources are wasted due to the repetition of the 3 API calls just to acquire 

the same image. Storing the image avoids the repetition of the process when there is no new 

satellite imagery update. 

 

Thus, the solution consists of storing, into the database, the PNG image for each crop zone 

defined, for each user of the application. The external communication with the API’s just happens 

when there is a new and updated image to be shown. As the system is handling several clients 

in different locations the update of the satellite imaging occurs at different times representing 

another challenge. 

 

Therefore, the data (image-PNG) need to be normalized to the database model to reduce 

redundancy and to make the storage of all the images lighter. 

Being a NoSQL [43] MongoDB database is possible to define a data model different from the 

traditional relational tables.  
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This data model entity is titled Schema that consists of a collection of documents under the 

MongoDB collection. 

In the case of Zone, illustrated in figure 17, the last three documents (polygonCoordinates, ndvi 

and polygonId) were added to fulfil NDVI visualization requirements. 

 

To create a zone the fields required are name, plantationDate, areaSize (now, calculated from 

polygonCoordinates), soilWaterDepletion, mad (Chapter 2.3),  soilSlope,  schedule, crop, 

soilTexture, pumpingStation, valve, moistureSensor and polygonCoordinates since polygonId 

and ndvi are obtained afterwards. 

 

The document created to store the NDVI image is ndvi that need to be converted to fit database 

standards. This normalization is described in the next chapter. 

 

 

6.1.3 Data Serialization 

The managing of the data format of the NDVI image presents the following challenge. The image 

enters the system in PNG format. Then needs to be serialized to the database schema to be 

stored. Afterwards needs to be accessed in the database and transformed again to PNG to 

preserve the image quality and definition in the client interface. 

 

Base 64 was chosen due to the compatibility not just with the storage object Buffer in both 

MongoDB and Javascript server but also with the possibility of being sent through HTTP.  

Choosing a string-based encoding permits the transfer of files like images without the need to 

load an external file. Also allows an easier confirmation of the image object integrity by 

comparison. 

 

 This way the API response (res on Figure 18) is transformed from data chunks into a base 64 

string ready for storage in the object created in the database (ndvi in Figure 14) and also ready 

for further delivery when needed by the user.  

  

Base64 encoding conserves the integrity of the PNG chunk aggregation and it’s compatible with 

the Buffer String ready to receive the information. 

 

The same Buffer needs to be accessed by zone.ndvi.data and an extra serialization needs to be 

performed when storing the NDVI image by defining the contentType of the incoming information. 

Without this serialization, the image is wrongly stored and when the image is accessed again it is 

not possible to retrieve the information completely to further transfer as described in the next sub-

chapter. 
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6.1.4 Data Transfer 

 

Guarantee of the PNG image integrity in the transfer from the server database to the client (user 

mobile device) is made by the check of the base 64 encoded string of the PNG image. 

The string is originally in the buffer situated inside the ndvi object in the Zone schema (Fig. 14) of 

the database and to be transferred needs to be requested to display in the React Native interface. 

To ensure transfer integrity, a PNG [35][48] insight is executed. 

 

The simplest PNG file structure is constituted by 8-byte signature, IHDR (image header chunk), 

IDAT (compressed pixel data chunks) and IEND (end chunk). 

As the file is a palette-based image, the PLTE (palette chunk) is also necessary. 

Just by the first 8 signature bytes, it is possible to diagnose most of the receiver image integrity 

problems. 

 

A signature exploration in different encodings (table 5) is performed to check for unity problems. 

 

 

Table 5 - PNG signature [35] 

decimal 137 80 78 71 13 10 26 10 

hex 89 50 4e 47 0d 0a 1a 0a 

ASCII \211 P N G \r \n \032 \n 

Base 64      wolQ               TkcN                 ChoK              

 

 

Base 64 is encoded by the transformation of sets of 3 bytes making difficult to human 

interpretation. Thus, different encodings are used to ease the interpretation task. 

The transfer is just completed successfully after the tackle of incongruencies in the critical chunks, 

especially in the image header chunk (IHDR) which the bytes are described: 

 

 

Table 6 - IHDR chunk 

decimal 73 72 68 82 

hex 49 48 44 52 

ASCII I H D R 

Base 64                                 SuhE                                             Ug 

 

With all the differences in the Base 64 string tackled, the decoder can read and interpret the 

chunks (Fig.15), rendering the NDVI image in the PNG format (Fig. 13). 
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6.1.5 Data Processing 

To detect plant health anomalies or equipment failure, the NDVI image needs to be analysed by 

the detection of the pixels with colour outside the normal/healthy spectrum.  

 

From the NDVI image scale (Fig.12) it is possible to select the colour threshold in which an alert 

should be triggered. The threshold is defined at <0.25 NDVI value. In terms of colour this value 

range [0,0.25] consists in the grey colour (215,215,215,255 – RGBA).  

 

With the NodeJs module Jimp it is possible to access each pixel value and compare with the 

desired threshold colour defined (Chapter 5.4.6). Each time a pixel has the coincident colour with 

the [0,0.25] NDVI range value, the image coordinate (x,y) is stored inside a vector. This 

comparison is possible through the image scan function from Jimp that compares each value of 

the RGBA in the image.bitmap. It is even possible to change the proximity of the colour in which 

it is considered coincident. In the processing context, the proximity is defined to the maximum to 

just store the coordinates of the pixels with are 100% coincident with the colour desired. 

 

Even with the vector with the image pixel coordinates organized by order, it's not yet possible to 

understand if the pixels form 2D groups that represent a significant “grey” area (plant health issues 

or maintenance problems).To understand how the pixels relate themselves, it is necessary to use 

the custom clustering technique identified in 5.4.7 which is a merge of the convenient features of 

k-means and DBSCAN algorithms with the necessary customizations to fulfil processing 

requirements (Chapter 5.3.1).  

 

The custom solution is developed with the main goal of adapting to any n, the number of clusters 

present without knowing beforehand. The algorithm must group the pixels by existent groups and 

add new groups every time the coordinates vary more than a given distance threshold. Even an 

outlier must be treated like a new group for further analysis. The distance threshold needs to be 

customizable and defined by the Euclidean distance algorithm, the one used for both k-means 

and DBSCAN algorithms. The reduce phase also needs customization when it is accepting 

groups of pixels by the number of pixels. By the variation of this value, it is possible to find different 

farm problems, from the smallest ones (a small number of pixels) to big plant health problems. 

 

The adaptability of the algorithm comes with the time complexity downturn (O(n*k)) where the 

initial n pixels and k pixel clusters are analysed giving the optimal solution and detecting the 

number of anomalies in the crop area. The number of anomalies in the crop is not predictable, so 

the performance of cluster algorithms and the custom algorithm cannot be compared [15]. 
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Table 7 - Custom Clustering Algorithm 

  

 input: pixels with [0,0.25] NDVI pixel coordinates 

 

 

output: finalClusters represented by its central coordinates [x,y] 

 

 

for (pixels) { 

     for (clusters) { 

          for (cluster) { 

               if (1 <= dist(pixel, cluster pixels) <= 2.9) { 

                   cluster.push(pixel); 

               } 

          } 

     } 

     if ( dist(pixel, all clusters) > 2.9) { 

          clusters.push(newCluster);  

     } 

} 

 

Reduce phase  

 

for (clusters) { 

     for (cluster) { 

           if (4 < clusterSize < 20) { 

                 calculateCentralCoordinate(); 

                 finalClusters.push(centralCoordinate); 

           } 

      } 

} 

 

 

 

With the partitioning clustering background, the reduce phase of the algorithm aims to find, like in 

k-means, the cluster most representative coordinate (mean). The reducing phase also filters from 

the final results the small groups of pixels that don’t represent a real anomaly in the field. With 

this aim, it is considered as an anomaly a group of 4 pixels minimum and 19 maximum. In terms 

of square Euclidean distance [16] threshold, the decision, based in tests with the actual Quinta 

das Chantas NDVI images, is to consider a neighbour pixel between 1 and 2.9 of pixel gap. This 

gap aims to consider neighbour pixels, the ones that have a [x,y] gap of a maximum of two pixels 

even in diagonal (sqrt(8) = 2.8284). 
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With the distance threshold between 1 and 2,9 and the pixel number threshold between 4 and 20, 

the results are optimal showing the relevant anomalies present in the NDVI image of Olival zone 

of Quinta das Chantas. 

 

 

Figure 12 - Anomalies flagged by Table 8 Clustering Algorithm (Image from 4/4/2020) 

The circles are centred by the central image coordinate computed in the reduce phase (Table 7). 

Anomalies 1,2,3 and 5 are false positives and correspond to buildings or other man-made 

features. The algorithm flags all the non/low/dead vegetation areas [13]. It is responsible for the 

farmer to understand which of the alerts are valid and select the polygon less prone to false-

positive alerts. 

 

The final hurdle in the NDVI image processing is to convert to reality, georeferencing, the clusters 

central coordinates gathered representing each anomaly. 

By the image coordinates inside the NDVI image, the farmer can not take action due to the 

inconsistency with the real environment. 

 

To convert 2D coordinates within an image to real-world coordinates it is necessary to consider 

the curvature of the earth. It is considered negligible the offset of the result of the linear approach 

with the one considering the curvature due to the small extension of the crops when compared 

with the coordinate scale. The approach also brings simplification and a faster process. 

Using a linear approach and by the formation of a pair of geo-coordinates and pixel coordinates 

of the same location within the crop, it is possible, for a certain pixel coordinate, to find the geo-

coordinate. 
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Firstly, it is necessary to find the extremities of the crop in terms of x and y-axis in the NDVI image 

since the API returns a square image with the polygon inside. Then to find which of the polygon 

geo-coordinates are equivalent to the extremities. 

 

 

Figure 13 - Extremity coordinates in Nogueiras zone image (24/5/2020) 

 

These pixel coordinates [x,y] and the geo-coordinates [lat, long] form pairs that represent the 

same extremity of the polygon. There are four: xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax. 

 

To discover the geographic coordinate of a pixel, within the NDVI image (2D), equation (7) present 

in 2.6 is used twice, one for each axis, x and y. 

With the same equation and by the use of two extremities each time, firstly the 𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 (screen 

axis scale) and then 𝑆𝐴0 (screen axis origin geo-coordinate) are found. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Image processing axis (28/6/2020) 
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The set of the image extremities needs to be done accordingly with the order of the processing 

where the search for the chosen colour pixels is done. The process starts at the top-left position 

of the image and progresses from left to right and from top to bottom, requiring the inversion of 

the y-axis. 

 

With 𝑆𝐴0 and  𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 discovered, for any 𝑆𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (screen axis point) is possible to find the 

correspondent 𝑊𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (world axis point). 

To enhance the algorithm precision, the scale of each axis is calculated twice with the group of 

four extremities grouped two by two as described in figure 18. The mean of the scale values is 

then calculated and accepted as scale value. 

 

Table 8 - Image to Real-world coordinate conversion algorithm 

 

 input: finalClusters 

 

 

output: georeferenced finalClusters  

 

 

findXMin(); 

findXMax(); 

findYMin(); 

findYMax(); 

 

calculateScreenXScale(); 

calculateScreenYScale(); 

calculateScreenX0(); 

calculateScreenY0(); 

 

WorldcoordinateX= screenX0 + (screenXScale * ScreenCoordinateX); 

WorldcoordinateY= screenY0 + (screenYScale * ScreenCoordinateY); 

 

 

The algorithm production without the use of the already existent clustering algorithms gives high 

customizable output. As future work, the user could indicate the colour that is interested in 

detecting within the NDVI scale. For example, if the user is interested in the non-critical problems 

or starting problems in the crop it should search for the yellow colour that characterizes the 0.45-

0.55 NDVI values. Then the notification would indicate the coordinates of these minor problems. 

Another use could be to find the most vigorous area of the crop to take samples to perform soil 

and plant test and understand what is going right in the watering and fertiliser settings and soil 

characteristics. 
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Even easier for the farmer, the interface could present a scale from minor problems to critical 

problems and the user would choose the type of problems that he wanted to be notified about. 

 

 

6.1.6 Data Visualization 

The NDVI image display constraints also pointed to the base 64 encodings to make the stored 

image in String form to arrive at the Raindrop client. A reverse transformation (String → PNG) 

needs to be executed to enable correct image display. The PNG image format is identified in 5.4.5 

as the appropriate data visualization method.  

 

Even though the satellite imagery API is not compatible with other image formats such as JPEG, 

JPG and BMP it is important to compare the previous file formats with PNG. 

JPG and JPEG are lossy compressed file formats and BMP presents the same type of format as 

PNG [48] but ~2% heavier and less used, still making PNG as the preferred image format. 

 

React Native allows the interaction with the database by the creation of variables such as zone 

(Figure 20). Zone represents the database schema (Fig. 11) and is the gateway to the objects 

inside. In the figure below is possible to distinguish the process of database file interaction by the 

NDVI object. 

By the description of the encoding and image type (serialization) it is possible to transfer and 

render the image. 

 

 

Figure 15 - NDVI image render process 
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The image is rendered by an HTTP request of the image data in the base 64 encodings. This 

request acquires the image and the ImageBackground component is used to display. The display 

is done if all the steps of API image acquiring, image serialization, image storage in base 64 and 

image transfer are successful.  

 

 

6.2 Notifications 

In 5.4.10, local notifications were identified as the best-suited notification type for the notification 

requirements explored in 5.3.2. 

For the implementation of local notifications, the node modules available to implement the service 

in the current programming environment are react-native-local-notifications and react-native-

push-notifications. 

 

React-native-local-notifications implement the minimum demands of the service in need, lacking 

in notification customization and not providing notifications when the app is in the background as 

well as scheduled notifications. Thus, knowing that the full demands of the notification service 

aren’t filled, react-native-push-notifications is selected.  

The module abstracts all the display process and by a single line of code 

(PushNotification.localNotification) triggers a notification with the desired message. 

Dealing with a customizable module brings implementation complexity but adapts better to the 

notification requirements. For each type of trigger situation, different notification properties can 

be called inside the same module to customize the notification triggered. 

 

 For each situation, it is necessary to understand the notification properties to call and where, in 

the client application, the information is situated to perform the desired notification.  

The 3 situations where a notification needs to be triggered (5.4.9) are when irrigation is scheduled, 

equipment is malfunctioning or needs maintenance and if there is a plant health anomaly. 

 

 

Irrigation Scheduled 

To perform the notification an even better option inside the push-notifications module exists. By 

calling PushNotification.localNotificationSchedule(details) it is possible to schedule the 

notification in advance and mitigate the latency in this process.  

To perform the notification (Figure 22) the following details are set: 

 

- Title: “Raindrop” 

- Message: “There’s irrigation scheduled for today in [Zone]” 
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Android only details: 

 

- SmallIcon: Raindrop logo 

- bigText: “Tap for schedule details” 

 

bigText shows when the notification is expanded. Other details are left correctly in default like 

id:”auto” and priority: “high” for example. 

 

The irrigation schedule information for the current day is present directly in the interface, in the 

user homepage after making the login (Areas) and presented as a table. Each time the table 

shows irrigation scheduled for a certain day and that day is the current, at midnight it triggers a 

scheduled notification informing the farmer of the action needed to take in that day. By the 

comparison of the current day with the irrigation scheduled day is possible to trigger the 

notification.  

 

 

Figure 16 - Irrigation Schedule from 4/7/2020 to 9/7/2020 

 

The example above presents an irrigation example in Thursday at Olival zone, the only notification 

triggered during the week in Quinta das Chantas. 

 

After applying the function with the previous details, the scheduled irrigation notification is 

implemented and when triggered is as follows. 
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Figure 17 - Scheduled Irrigation Notification (simulation) 

Each farm zone has a table and when irrigation is scheduled, the details of the irrigation are 

shown as well, giving the possibility to indicate the previous details about the irrigation to the user. 

With a local notification, the possibility of delivery sensitive information to the wrong user is nil. 

Each client application triggers its notifications. 

 

 

Equipment Malfunction 

To trigger pumping equipment or sensor malfunction it is necessary to establish a connection 

between the hardware controllers/sensors and the application like the precision farming 

applications analysed have and it is not yet implemented in the current version of Raindrop.  

In terms of sensors, just the normal communication of sensor reading output is needed to find 

malfunctions. In the case of the pumping equipment, the controller is used to automate the 

pumping system operation and to send alerts to the application, that in a future scenario just 

forwards the alert in a perceptible way to the user to take a maintenance action.  
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Figure 18 - Device Maintenance Notification process 

 

The notification is not triggered in real-time owing to the impossibility of being the server to trigger 

the notification service. Therefore, the information received from the equipment is firstly presented 

in the client interface triggering after the notification. Although the notification is not triggered in 

real-time, the lag between the device trigger to the notification trigger is minimal, representing just 

communication and process time. 

 

To trigger equipment malfunction type of notification, PushNotification.localNotification(details) is 

used.  

 

To perform the notification (Figure 24) the following details are set: 

 

- Title: “Raindrop” 

- Message: “[Device] is malfunctioning” 

 

 

Android only details: 

 

- SmallIcon: Raindrop logo 

- bigText: “Tap for device details” 

 

bigText shows when the notification is expanded. Other details are left correctly in default like 

id:”auto” and priority:”high” for example. 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Device maintenance notification prototype 
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This equipment maintenance information is presented in the device section of the client-side of 

the application.  

This kind of notification is not yet possible to implement due to hardware-application 

communication absence. That same communication is added to the future work section. 

 

 

Plant Health Anomalies 

The last information to present to the user through notifications is crop anomalies found by the 

NDVI image processing algorithm (Chapter 6.1.5 Table 7). The algorithm finds the n number of 

clusters where the NDVI value is lower than a specified threshold and represents a damaged area 

in the crop. The damaged areas are represented by a central pixel coordinate that needs to be 

converted to geolocation coordinates to enable the farmer to act in the real environment.  

 

The implementation is done using PushNotification.localNotification(details) due to the necessity 

to trigger the warning instantly 

To perform the notification (Figure 25) the following details are set: 

 

- Title: “Raindrop” 

- Message: “There’s a plant anomaly area in [Zone]” 

 

 

Android only details: 

 

- SmallIcon: Raindrop logo 

- bigText: “Tap for coordinates” 

 

bigText shows when the notification is expanded. Other details are left correctly in default like 

id:”auto” and priority:”high” for example. 
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Figure 20 - Plant Anomaly Notification (simulation) 

 

The coordinates presented in the notification can be more than one, representing the different 

damaged sections found by the image processing in each zone. 

 

The notification is triggered upon the receiving and display of the damaged section coordinates 

in the client application by the image processing procedure in the server. In the client interface, 

the crop anomaly information is displayed in the Zone Details section.  

 

 

With the notifications described, the user can mitigate most of the maintenance problems on the 

farm without constant checks. Each farm may have some equipment without a controller. For that 

equipment, it is not possible to check and understand if its functioning 100% through the 
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application. To fully automate the farm, it is the farmer responsibility to acquire communication 

friendly equipment to execute the precision farming irrigation, fertilization, and maintenance tasks. 

Depending on the type of crop anomalies that the farmer wants to prevent, it is possible to adjust 

the colour values inside the NDVI spectrum to be found by image processing.  

 

The implementation of Notifications was not finished on time as problems with version control of 

the different React-Native modules and Android were not successfully solved in the case of 

Notifications (react-native-local-notifications, react-native-push-notifications, react-native-

notifications, react-native-android-notifications). These problems described in detail in Chapter 

6.3.4 and seen as a limitation (Chapter 8.2), are triggered by the incompatibility of the older 

modules (react-native-svg, react-native-maps) with the needed Android version for the 

notifications. 

 

 

6.3 Adaptations 

Apart from the module implementations, the next chapter presents the reformulations done to the 

already existent application components. 

 

6.3.1 Remote server 

In development, to test the system components is necessary to have direct access to the server, 

to be able to shut down sometimes when server modules are under test conditions. 

For that purpose, the developer laptop is the best suitable tool for the task.  

 

Facing a system that is ready for deployment, the developer laptop should be free from the task 

to keep the system server working. To accomplish server availability in the >95% [49] order, the 

server component needs redundancy to avoid downtime as much as possible. 

To combat downtime, a partnership with Tecnico RNL37, allows hosting the server services in their 

domain with the following characteristics: 

 

- Linux Debian 9 

- ROM 40 GB 

- RAM 1.5 GB 

- 2 vCPUs 

- SSH (22) and HTTP Alternate (8080) doors open 

 

 
37 https://rnl.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/ 

https://rnl.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/
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These characteristics were asked based on the requirements of the previous work done in 

Raindrop. 

The 8080 door is an alternative to the 80 HTTP door because is outside the 1-1023 restricted 

doors and the system needs a door to communicate to the outside to perform the HTTP 

communication with the mobile module. 

 

The procedure of running Raindrop application server in the RNL server is the following. 

 

- Access the machine through ssh in Putty. 

- Over Putty create a new user to avoid the use of root and root privileges 

- Install MongoDB38 connection. 

- Through WinSCP39 transfer the server directory. 

- Again, in putty access the directory in the user account and debug the errors. 

- Run system start commands.  

- Perform background system continuous run commands. 

- Shut down Putty40 and test system workability by starting mobile module and perform 

tasks. 

 

The use of the RNL server is important in the deployment phase and mobile module development 

when there is the need of the server running without interruption and with a lot of client requests 

to answer. 

 

 

6.3.2 Algorithm enhancement 

The first version of Raindrop presented two complete irrigation algorithms (amount and sequence) 

based on the right variables as confirmed with the visit to the studied farm. The only request that 

is not fulfilled with the algorithms is the night-time priority of the irrigation sequence. At the 

moment, irrigation sequence schedules, the different zone irrigation by the shortest time to irrigate 

all the zones. As stated in page 58 of [17] “it does not have a time limit, that is, the system could 

potentially schedule irrigation outside the users preferred time frame” suggesting no other priority 

is imposed. 

To achieve the request, the night-time priority needs to be integrated with the existent fastest 

pumping time priority. It is also necessary to understand if the request will have a same, smaller 

of greater priority than the one existent. 

 
38 https://www.mongodb.com/ 
39 https://winscp.net/eng/index.php 
40 https://www.putty.org/ 

https://www.mongodb.com/
https://winscp.net/eng/index.php
https://www.putty.org/
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The night-time priority aims to save money by using the pumping systems in the electricity cheap 

hours. This priority should not overcome the other priority in the sense of that it is not acceptable 

to delay irrigation operations just to irrigate always at night. 

 

Another fine adjustment stated on page 56 of [17] “correlations used to calculate 

evapotranspiration are no more than approximations of the real values”. With the theoretical study 

done in Chapter 2, the refinement of the evapotranspiration constant is possible. 

 

To tackle weather provider spatial variability, a second weather provider is set to provide a new 

set of 6 days weather predictions to confront with the actual MeteoTecnico predictions.  

Based on the Weather Provider analysis done in 4.6, OpenWeather is the most complete, 

accurate of the weather providers and is simple to communicate with the API, not having problems 

to authenticate as in DTN Weather API for example. For these reasons and without any restriction 

like the 1000 calls/day from Dark Sky API, OpenWeather is the most appropriate weather provider 

to combat special variability and complement MeteoTecnico predictions. 

 

In the first version of Raindrop also WunderGuru was implemented. The API got deprecated and 

out of work. Implementing a second weather provider might be considered as maintenance work 

as described in 6.3.4 and limitations (8.2). Although having just one weather provider brings 

imprecision to both irrigation amount and sequence algorithms by the difference between the real 

weather in the farm location and the one predicted by the only weather provider. This difference 

resides in the location of the weather stations used to calculate the predictions and even 

algorithms used by the providers.  

 

 

6.3.3 Minimum pump pressure option 

In the visit to Quinta das Chantas, the studied farm, the engineer responsible for the crops 

highlighted missing information in the current app. It is of the farmer interest to have the minimum 

pumping pressure values in the application not just for the final goal of full automation (pump start 

and stop feature), but also to have the information for the pump management, that changes 

according to the crop zone to be watered as its explained below. 

 
The pumping pressure is not a direct factor when it comes to the goal of watering the crops 

efficiently but is the factor that ensures that the right amount of mm of water is reaching every 

plant of the crop. 

 

The pumping pressure depends on the distance, soil slope and pipe type from the pumping station 

and water resource to the crop zone intended to water. So, calculating the minimum pressure 
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[bar] needed to pump the correct flux of water to the plants is crucial to the precision farming 

environment. 

 

If the pump is misregulated with the wrong pumping pressure the crop is compromised due to the 

lack or excess of water. 

 

The application presents a solution in terms of usability of the watering equipment as pieces of a 

puzzle, as it happens in a real farm where a pump serves a group of crop zones. 

The zones are naturally at different distances, slopes and connected to different watering 

equipment as figure 26 highlights. 

 

 

Figure 21 - Water pump and zones location 

 

 This fact makes the minimum pumping pressure-dependent of the zone characteristics, thus a 

zone attribute in this application and not a pump attribute as originally thought. 

The output of this requirement is the presence of the minimum pumping pressure in the 

agricultural zone details, available to the farmer, to adjust the watering program of the pump 

according to the zone to be watered.  

 

In the zone creation into the application is possible to add the pressure information although is 

not mandatory. 
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6.3.4 Android Version / Google Services / React Native 

From the studies of state of the art solutions in the smart irrigation/precision farming field, it is 

possible to perceive the number of external services needed within the application and the 

number of real environment variables needs to implement to achieve a reliable output and help 

the farmer in the irrigation and maintenance tasks.  

 

Incorporating all these variables in the development of the application based on rapid growth 

environments like mobile and React Native41 take the majority of the time of development. 

Otherwise, that time would be used in software development and engineering. 

 

The application complexity brings the hurdle of dependencies between modules and environment 

versions as well with third-party API’s. 

 

Since the start of the application google services were updated several times, React Native almost 

ten times and in version 0.60 the paradigm changed with the auto-linked modules not compatible 

with some deprecated modules existent in the application. The development of the application in 

some months is resumed to the maintenance of old modules just to keep the application running. 

 

The decision to keep the original react native environment version aims at preserving the 

functionality idealized by the first version of the application. The new modules implemented are 

already adapted to the client-side version. 

 

 

6.4 Security concerns  

With a fully distributed application, a lot of information is exchanged, between server and client 

(mobile device) and it is acquired from third-party APIs. 

In a precision farming context, is even more important to protect these exchanges and the content 

of them, due to the importance and privacy of the information. The information can be of location, 

equipment, crop, irrigation, and control type. For example, if the irrigation information gets 

tampered, significant crop losses are susceptible to happen by the absence of irrigation when 

needed or by over-irrigation. 

 

Even when the information is not exchanged, the store of the same information needs to be 

protected from external entities access.  

To avoid any of the previous interactions, the authentication process needs to be reviewed to 

prohibit non-authorized logins to the application. 

 
41 https://reactnative.dev/ 

https://reactnative.dev/
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NoSQL Injection 

To avoid injection attacks, the database can only accept parameterized queries (100% filter). In 

the case of Raindrop, the definition of schema does not allow any malicious access by rejecting 

all those inputs. In the case of injection, the user inputs are the biggest threat. In the current 

system, the user inputs are reduced and are not ambiguous, making the input restricted and 

injection proof. 

If all the injections are avoided, it is prevented also the second-order injection attack by the 

inaccessible database restrictions by non-authorized entities. 

 

 

Authentication 

Even in the inside communications between the server and mobile devices, the URL of the HTTP 

requests may not contain sensitive information such as session id, credentials or any clue about 

the inner structure to block malicious access if any first barrier of security is passed. 

In the current system, all the HTTP requests URLs are clean from sensible information. 

 

Correlated with the Meteo Tecnico HTTPS implementation, all the external communications 

interacting with the system are HTTPS, providing extra authentication security, making the 

encryption of the valuable credentials and the information [50].  

 

The anti-injection features of the database make the authentication secure by the application of 

the schema that restricts the data inputted (not trusting user inputs) and consequently avoids 

credential leaks. 

 

 

Security Configurations 

The Raindrop has 3 environments when it comes to system operation (Development, Test and 

Production). By the existence of the development environment, the debug mode and the important 

prints such as stack trace only exist in this environment avoiding the developer to reveal sensitive 

information to the users by switching the environment when the application is in use (production 

mode). 

 

With an app in production mode, it is not possible to distinguish an ordinary user from an attacker 

and revealing sensitive information in each user account may become a threat. 

 

Every time that a new third-party system is used, the credentials to access the service are 

changed from the default to avoid the access of attackers to services needed by the system to 
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perform its functions. In the current project, MongoDB, Agro Monitoring API and OpenWeather 

are examples of third-party accounts needed. 

 

 

 

 

Data 

The data that is not exchanged should also be encrypted when in the rest inside the database. In 

the current application, just user passwords are protected. The information encryption update is 

marked as future work for the next Raindrop version. 

 

As stated in the previous paragraph the only protected entities in the application are the user 

passwords. The password is hashed by the npm module bcrypt and creates a 192-bit hash. Bcrypt 

uses AES predecessor Blowfish that prevents against guessing attacks and the same input does 

not create the same hash if done twice (salting). 

 

Receive data from outside the application without an HTTPS connection is another rule to 

guarantee the authenticity of the provider and the data gathered. With that purpose in mind, the 

only HTTP connection changed to HTTPS [51]. 

MeteoTécnico is the main Weather Provider API, giving support to the system and providing free 

weather data with enough precision to calculate the irrigation schedule for each farm. 

As is a service provided from the same institution of the current project every change in the API 

is communicated to procced to changes in the client's applications such as Raindrop (Figure 8). 

Raindrop system has even a specific way to communicate with MeteoTécnico API 

(/service/raindrop) that returns a JSON document with the weather for the next 7 days. 

 

To improve the security of the API interaction, the administrators redirected all HTTP requests to 

HTTPS (secure HTTP). 

All the structure of the request needs to change and further studies in the request security were 

performed. 

 

The update to HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) is vital to preserving privacy through 

an encrypted connection. 

HTTPS uses the TLS protocol (Transport Layer Security) to encrypt HTTP requests and 

responses with public-key encryption. This HTTP communication is encrypted with the public key 

given and decrypted in the server with the matching private key. 

The servers can authenticate themselves (prove the identity), a feature that was not implemented 

in HTTP. This authentication is done by Certificate Authorities (CA) that encrypt server information 

into the certificate issued. The server may use self-signed certificates that the client explicitly 

trusts (private networks) [52]. 
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Thus, HTTPS prevents against eavesdropping and tampering with the encryption and with the 

authentication assures data integrity. Confidentiality is also assured with the encrypted data. 

 

In the case of MeteoTécnico (Figure 27), the request passed from clientRequest.requestAsync to 

requestMod (request module of npm) with digest authentication. 

Although combining HTTPS with basic authentication is enough to prevent the previous attacks 

by the use of the Transport Layer Security protocol, encrypting all the information, basic 

authentication unveils the credentials, representing the information in Base 64 encoding. Using 

Digest Authentication makes the communication of the credentials more secure compared with 

Basic authentication by encrypting with MD5 (the credentials, server nonce value, HTTP method 

information and URI requested). Although MD5 is considered weak encryption, still brings an 

additional layer to basic. 

The use of HTTP with Digest Authentication is still vulnerable to men-in-the-middle attacks, so 

the use of HTTPS with the extra hashing provided by the digest authentication brings the best 

results when it comes to security [50].  

 

In terms of compatibility, NPM doesn’t accept unknown or untrusted certificates exiting the https 

communication with the following error:  

 

Error: "Error: SSL Error: SELF_SIGNED_CERT_IN_CHAIN" 

 

Using the option “strictSSL: false” in npm request forces the client (applications like Raindrop) to 

make the validation of the server (MeteoTécnico) certificate, ignoring the certificate errors. 

Placing strictSSL to false does not disable TLS (updated unused SSL) but indicates that the user 

of the service doesn’t mind self-signed certificates. The connection is still encrypted.  

 

 

 

Figure 22 - HTTPS Meteo Tecnico API communication 
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With the implementation, the information received from MeteoTécnico API is now encrypted. 

 

 

 

Store the least amount of sensitive data 

If there is no sensitive data to stole, there are no attacks. With this principle, the minimization of 

the sensitive data in the system brings fewer security concerns and issues. The sensitive data in 

the system are all the user information from his credentials, to preferences, to crop information 

and images.  

The possible access and modification of sensitive data can cause big harm. The example of the 

modification of the irrigation schedule for one crop can affect the user with big money losses in 

terms of crop productivity loss. 

 

 

Other security concerns 

Stay up to date, by updating the system and the host mobile environment (Android) versions with 

the latest security features that prevent the increase of vulnerabilities and offer additional 

protection. 

 

Raindrop fulfils the security concern of no redirections to third-party pages, apps and sites by 

gathering all the outside information through API with the appropriate filter to test the information 

received. The concern is more usual in browsers and the redirection to malicious pages makes it 

a big threat. 

 

CSRF (cross-site request forgery) is not possible to perform in a mobile environment as this attack 

demands the same base environment to forge the HTTP requests. This attack is common in 

browsers but even the web view of an application use a different cookie store from the mobile 

phone browser, so this attack is not a concern, even more knowing that Raindrop doesn’t share 

any tool or environment with third-party apps.  
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7 Evaluation 

The work developed aims to present to the user a more efficient way to control crop development, 

understand equipment maintenance tasks and identify affected areas without the need for user 

presence on the farm, with more interacting methods (visualization and notification). 

An extension of the first version evaluation [17] is done to the application in general, with special 

emphasis in the data inputted by the new implementations. 

To understand if the requirements of the modules implemented were fulfilled, two types of 

evaluation are performed.  

 

The first part of the evaluation consists in understand if the application is ready to accommodate 

user interaction. The application should behave the way is intended and perform the tasks without 

delay (functionality testing), not showing development prints or errors and should not conduct the 

user to dead ends.  

After the functionality testing, the application is ready to be tested by real users in the user testing 

where important actions inside the application are chosen to be performed by the users and then 

evaluated. 

 

7.1 Data Analysis 

From the partnership with Quinta das Chantas, Engª Ana Santos provided access to the platform 

IRRISTRAT, the current software behind Quinta das Chantas management. The platform allows 

the access to historical data of the moisture sensors present in the field, another weather provider 

approach and values and moisture and weather provider based irrigation schedules to confront 

with the irrigation plans outputted from Raindrop. 

 
With this historical data, it is possible to confront the error % of the first tests [17] in terms of water 

content, with the same test performed in the second version of Raindrop with an additional 

weather provider to tackle spatial variability. 
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Table 9 - Prediction error assessment for Olival zone 

 Zone “Olival” 

Real water content on the first day 67,5 mm 

Predicted overall precipitation 25 mm 

Predicted overall irrigation 228,6 mm 

Predicted overall evapotranspiration 147 mm 

Real overall precipitation 0 mm 

Real overall irrigation 197,5 mm 

Real overall evapotranspiration 139,5 mm 

Predicted water content on the last day 184,1 mm 

Real water content on the last day 125,5 mm 

Prediction error 38,72 % 

 

 

From the comparison with the results obtained in the first iteration of the application [17], with 

more than one weather provider, a reduction in the prediction error is evident. In the first version, 

the average prediction error was 47,51%. With the weather provider, spatial variability tackled, 

the prediction error reduces to 38,72% in the zone tested. It is possible to understand that the 

irrigation predicted still does not correspond to the reality and the prediction of the precipitation is 

not accurate even though is closer than the previous version. 

 

It is also viable to confront the moisture values present in the soil with the NDVI mean values of 

the zone.  

The mean NDVI value of the zone confronted with the moisture value close to the surface (10cm) 

gives us the correlation of the water content closer to the surface with the plant vigour registered 

by the remote sense method. 

 

IRRISTRAT gives the moisture values for different depths (10,20,30,40,50, and 60 cm). The 

closer depth to the surface (10cm) is selected to act as a comparison because is the first zone 

where the plant seeks for water and the water content oscillates the most due to the 

evapotranspiration. Thus, the plant health (measured by NDVI) will oscillate following the water 

content at this low depth. 
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Figure 23 - Mean NDVI and Moisture values (2020) 

As expected, every time that the plant demands a bigger water quantity and no rainfall has 

occurred, irrigation is triggered. The water privation affects plant vigour and is correctly described 

by the fluctuation of the NDVI mean values to lower values (less vigour). 

The moisture fluctuations of 25 January and 14 May correspond to precipitation occurrences. The 

3 and 28 June abrupt moisture value changes correspond to irrigation occurrences, which needed 

to be performed due to the warmer weather and larger evaporation of the soil water. 

It is possible to observe that after these 4 events, the NDVI value that had declined due to water 

privation, returns to the mean values. 

 

Also, after the regulation of the zone NDVI mean values at 3 of June, the values return to the 0,5 

zone but a bit lower compared with the previous normal values. This descent on the NDVI value 

from April/May to June/July describes the higher temperatures and the higher evaporation 

happening at Quinta das Chantas which triggers the irrigation of 28 of June and doesn’t impact 

the NDVI mean values as it happened at the previous irrigation. 

 

IRRISTRAT just provides the mean moisture value of the 3 moisture sensors of the Olivais zone. 

As Future Work, the access to the moisture values of each sensor separately can increase the 

precision of the test by the comparison of the moisture values of that certain point with the same 

point NDVI values extracted from the NDVI image. The extraction is based on the knowledge of 

moisture sensor location, and the analysis of pixel colour for that location (Figure 29) and 

transformation to an NDVI value through Figure 12 scale. 
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Figure 24 – Humidity sensors location in NDVI image context 

The confrontation of local moisture levels with local NDVI values would understand the correlation 

that both values need to have and confirm, even further, the feasibility of this remote sensing 

method. 

 

The data perspective inside the application also embarks the capacity of storing the data in the 

most lightweight manner possible to ensure the performance of the tasks involving data, even 

more, when dealing with images. The application should handle the creation of new areas and 

zones without performance issues. In other words, the application should escalate, in data size, 

without performance implications. 

 

To test that, several areas and zones are created to mock the application operation and for each 

new areas or zones created, the same zone/area data access task is performed and the time to 

perform the task is measured (Table 10). 

 

Table 10 - Performance measurement in data access 

Time (s) +/- 0.15 # Areas # Zones Data size (KB) 

6.99 1 2 51.9 

6.78 2 4 95.3 

6.82 4 8 262.45 

6.54 8 16 518.82 

7.03 16 32 1002.01 

6.75 32 64 1984.91 

 

The task selected is from the initial page where all the zones and areas are represented, select 

the newer zone, and go to zone details section. The task is composed of 2 clicks and 1-2 scroll 
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actions. For each step of the test, 3 measurements are performed, and the time is measured by 

a chronometer. The uncertainty (time measurement) is +/-0.15 s. 

The creation of areas is residual in terms of data size because the majority of the data size 

increase belongs to the storage of the NDVI image in Base64 format. Although MongoDB handles 

objects till 16 MB, the restriction of the test to the displayed number of areas and zones is 

attributed to the complexity of the creation task of that amount of areas and zones. 

 

From the analysis of Table 10, it is possible to understand that performance is not affected by the 

application escalation in terms of data. The test was carried out also with the addition of the areas 

and zones in different and new user accounts, but it did not have a big impact in data size or 

performance. Thus, to simplify, the addition of areas and zones was performed in the same user 

account. 

 

To ensure the processing quality of the satellite imagery, the Table 7 algorithm output is 

confronted against the real conditions in the studied farm. For that, it was asked to Ms Santos to 

provide image proof of the conditions in the coordinates pointed by the algorithm as “affected 

areas”. The image proof can be found in Appendix B. From the analysis of the images from the 

affected areas in Quinta das Chantas it is possible to understand that in 2 out of 2 cases the 

algorithm is right giving an accuracy of 100% after filtering the man-made features present in 

the zone. In case there is no filtering the accuracy drops to 25% due to the amount of man-

made features presented between the crop area. The need for filtering comes from the fact that 

the zones tested are in fact areas, with several zones inside. With the proper setting of the 

zones by the farmer, just electric poles or wells will need to be filtered by exception polygons 

following explored.  

In terms of performance the algorithm gives a mean value in 30 reads of Execution time (hr) = 

0s 1.432ms for the processing of the two zones tested. It is not feasible to compare with 

clustering algorithms directly due to his singularity, but inside the application spectrum, the time 

that it takes to process is way less than, for example, create a new area (130 ms) or add a new 

controller (105 ms). 

 

To improve the accuracy, as future work, the user can define by the coordinates inputted when 

creating a zone, a polygon with exceptions. This polygon just contains the crop and nothing more, 

being possible to exclude human-made features, like small buildings, pump equipment, roads 

crossing the farm, etc. This way when an anomaly is found, it is in the crop area, meaning a 

greater probability of corresponding to a real anomaly in the farm. The disadvantage of this 

technique is the higher complexity of the definition of the polygon by its coordinates done by the 

user. The user should not just input the border coordinates of every zone but also the coordinates 

that correspond to non-planted areas. With this approach, the user has more freedom and 

responsibility. An error made in this step can jeopardize the entire processing by the premise that 
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the users aren’t always precise in the performing of the tasks as stated in the EUHSA [37], 

heuristic number 3. 

 

7.2 Functionality Testing 

The focus of functionality testing is to test the new modules, Satellite Imagery, Notifications 

relegated to future work, and the display of Minimum Pump pressure. To test the modules, the 

first step is to apply the Unit testing approach (White Box), to understand at a lower level if the 

modules are correctly built.  

To test the new components, the Mocha42 test framework is used with the promise-based tests 

and describe it terminology with the assert to compare outputs and guarantee the right results. 

To test the new modules: 

 

- dataprovider.test.js 

- polygonmanager.test.js 

- imageprocess.test.js  

 

are created to unit testing these new components. npm supertest is used to provide the request 

capabilities to the Mocha framework and allow HTTP requests to be done between server and 

client inside the application and outside to the third-party APIs. 

 

 
42 https://mochajs.org/ 

https://mochajs.org/
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Figure 25 - imageprocessing.test.js segment 

When the minimal and correct functionality of the separate modules is ensured by the assertions 

fulfilled, Integration Tests to dependent modules are performed in the interface. The bottom-up 

strategy is the one that adapts better to the aim of the integration tests, where all the modules 

tested are already developed and ready to be tested together [53]. The global.test.js is updated 

to feature the new application interactions and modules. 

 

 

Figure 26 - global.test.js polygon creation and assertion section 
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The global.test.js follows the real tasks executed by a potential user in the application, starting by 

the creation, deletion and update of zones and areas, ending by the execution of the newly 

implemented tasks (request for satellite images/image processing).  

The Unit and Integration Tests pointed small flaws in the implementation such as NDVI image 

creation errors for new zones created. After the refinement of the code and the global test is 

passed, software abstracted tests can be performed. 

 

In the testing flow, after the conclusion of Unit and Integration Tests, System and Acceptance 

tests were performed to test the full application working [53]. This kind of test was performed in 

the first version of Raindrop [17] and it is outside of the current project scope. 

 

To ensure the full functionality and that the new modules are prepared for user testing, a black 

box test is conducted to test that the requirements are fulfilled by the abstraction of the software 

details, interface interaction and input testing. 

 

One of the black box testing tasks performed is the test of the polygon coordinates input in the 

zone creation. The unit testing avoided problems at this stage and the black box testing had 

fulfilled all the requirements proposed, for example, creating a zone and gathering the NDVI 

image for the coordinates inputted as well with the processing of the same area. 

 

 

7.3 User Testing 

To consolidate the previous tests and metrics, user testing brings the real user interaction to the 

application and ultimately tests the functionality, requirements, interface, and performance, giving 

feedback to the developer and classifying the application in terms of usability. 

To effectively measure usability, the SUS (system usability scale) is used [54].  

The test consists of 10 questions where the user has 5 possible answers from Strongly Agree to 

Strongly Disagree.  The user needs to perform tasks in the environment to get to know the 

application. In the current context, three tasks were selected. Then, the user needs to answer the 

SUS [54] questionnaire about them. Finally, a usability score is calculated from the user answers, 

describing the system usability. 

To achieve test quality and tangible results, the population allowed to perform the test is restricted 

to farmers and agronomic engineers, the real application users. To ensure that the tasks are 

performed with success and with an application that is not published yet, the tests are performed 

locally under the supervision of the developer.  Another measure to enhance quality is to restrict 

the tasks executed. Instead of asking the user to perform general application tasks and measure 

for the second time the usability of the whole application, the tasks are confined to the new 

modules and the usability measure of the specific requirements implemented. 
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Due to the current pandemic situation, the acquiring of the test results in a presential way got 

slow, with the main focus in the quality and in the accurate representation of population target 

results. 

The test author points the minimum number of samples needed to give the most accurate results 

as 12 [55]. Thus, with the help of 20 farmers/agronomic engineers to guarantee a greater 

accuracy and usability mean value without being dependent in a few tests, the new Raindrop 

version usability was accurately measured.   

 

The user testing procedure is characterized by the following protocol: 

 

- Introduction to Raindrop and the aim of the current project. 

- Final assessment of farming experience and age discrimination by the user. 

- Raindrop application exploration and presentation of the tasks to perform. 

- Performance of the proposed tasks. 

- Comments about the application operation and SUS Questionnaire. 

 

The tasks defined for the testers to interact with the application were the following: 

 

- Visualize the NDVI Image of an existent zone (1). 

- Edit the pump minimum pressure of an existing zone (2). 

- Create a new zone and access the details of that zone (3). 

 

To simplify the process the user starts the tasks with an already existent user account and in the 

main page (user areas and zones). From the main page, the user just must perform the specified 

tasks. 

The users that participated in the test oscillated from 23 to 55 years, 100% with previous mobile 

experience and from the agricultural area. 20 % were women (4) and the remaining were men 

(16 or 80 %).  

 

Detailed results and SUS questionnaire questions can be found in Appendix A. 

 

After the execution of the tasks, without previous application knowledge, the test users answered 

the SUS questionnaire and obtained the following results. 
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Figure 27 - Usability Score 

 

The mean usability score obtained for the tasks tested is 78,625, corresponding to a B, close to 

an A and inside the interval of values where the user after interacting with the tested software,  

becomes a promoter for the value that the application brings [55].  

Although just 3 specific tasks are tested, the usability mean scores present an improvement 

compared to the 72,33 obtained with the first Raindrop version. Even with fewer tasks, if well 

implemented, it is easier to obtain a better score. Although, if the tasks involve some uncertainty 

or problem the score declines at a faster rate comparing to the test of the entire application.  

The score consolidates the previous testing done and presents the proof of a smooth-running 

application, with the new modules fitting adequately in the environment and fulfilling the user 

requirements in terms of functionality and performance. 
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8 Conclusions 

The present chapter presents, summed up, the application improvements, work realised, 

limitations on the work developed and the future work possible to implement in the next application 

versions. 

8.1 Achievements 

The work developed as the second version of Raindrop has produced the module that supplies 

remote sensing satellite imagery and it’s processing with no added cost, giving, at the same time, 

enough quality (10m/pixel) for the farmer to make decisions about the farm he owns. The module 

gives to Raindrop, the title of the first free mobile application with accurate NDVI analysis and 

visualization. 

 

Additional application expansion was introduced like enhanced security in the storage and 

communication of third-party sources and the review of algorithms, features, and interface issues. 

 

The application server is ready to run on RNL servers located in the university that provides 

application availability for future use and development. 

 

As a final remark, the biggest achievement is the in-depth view of full-stack mobile development 

and the experience gained in the Node.js and React Native environments as well in Android. 

 

 

8.2 Limitations 

The development of such a complex and mixed application places a major hurdle in terms of 

maintenance as described in extent in 6.3.5 due to the constant need to reformulate application 

processes to cope with new versions of the environments involved. As a component-based 

framework, React Native bring the majority of compatibility problems and reformulation need. 

The maintenance process also involves the adaptation to APIs updates, ways to acquire data and 

service cease. 

 

The real environment test is also a limitation in terms of time owing to the slow process of plant 

growing and plant health check. The modules of the application ready to be tested need to be 

ready several months before for the long testing phase with the real farm starts. Historical data is 

used to overcome this limitation. 
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Dealing with natural processes bring unpredictable results. Getting the absolute value of a 

variable that depends on natural processes is impossible. The approach is to calculate the best 

approximation to that variable. 

 

 

8.3 Future Work 

The next versions of the application should address the communication between the application 

and the hardware present on the farm. Firstly, the communication with farm sensors to give to the 

application the third way of acquiring farm data and integrate with weather predictions and satellite 

imagery (Figure 4), to produce the most accurate irrigation schedules. Establishing 

communication with the farming pumping system controllers to automate the irrigation process 

from the application is also a way to improve the functionality. 

 

A way to improve automation in the precision farming process characterizes by the recognition of 

farming zones through the satellite image from the location given by the farmer (coordinates). The 

software should recognize the type of crop described by the farmer in the satellite image and 

define the best-suited farming zones. 

 

Also, to enforce the user reach when deploying the application in the mobile stores, the IOS 

implementation brings the application to a wider public, supporting more farmers interested. Still 

in the mobile field, notification service should be implemented to interact with the users even when 

the application is not running. 

 

For last, the application security can be improved by the encryption of the information inside, to 

guarantee the integrity of the same information. 
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Appendix A 
 
SUS Questionnaire  
 
 
From [54], the questionnaire is composed of 10 questions: 

 
1 - I think that I would like to use this system frequently 
2 - I found the system unnecessarily complex 
3 - I thought the system was easy to use                       
4 - I think that I would need the support of a technical person to   be able to use this system 
5 - I found the various functions in this system were well integrated 
6 - I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system 
7 - I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system   very quickly 
8 - I found the system very cumbersome to use 
9 - I felt very confident using the system 
10- I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going   with this system  

 

 

The results of the questionnaire: 

 

User/Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Usability 

Score 

1 4 2 5 2 4 1 4 1 5 2 85 

2 4 1 3 1 3 2 5 1 4 1 82,5 

3 3 3 3 2 4 1 5 1 5 2 77,5 

4 5 2 5 3 4 3 4 2 3 1 75 

5 3 2 3 2 5 1 4 3 5 2 75 

6 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 1 4 1 85 

7 4 1 4 2 4 3 4 3 4 1 75 

8 5 2 3 2 5 1 4 1 5 3 82,5 

9 4 2 4 3 4 2 3 2 5 3 70 

10 5 2 4 1 4 1 4 2 3 1 82,5 

11 4 1 4 1 3 1 5 1 4 2 85 

12 4 2 3 1 4 1 5 2 4 1 82,5 

13 3 2 3 1 5 2 4 3 4 2 72,5 

14 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 1 5 2 85 

15 4 2 4 2 5 1 4 3 4 2 77,5 

16 5 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 3 2 75 

17 4 2 4 3 4 2 3 2 3 2 67,5 

18 4 1 3 2 4 1 4 1 4 1 82,5 

19 3 2 4 2 5 2 4 2 4 2 75 

20 5 2 4 1 3 1 4 2 4 2 80 

Mean 78,625 
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Appendix B 
 
Image Processing Test 

 

Images asked Ms. Santos at Quinta das Chantas. The targets where selected based in the 

proximity with paths to facilitate the acquisition of images. The person responsible for the 

acquisition did not know what each coordinate was represented. Just went to the coordinate given 

and captured the following pictures. The first 3 images are from zone ‘Olival’: 

 

1 – Anomaly (NDVI < 0.5) 

2 – Medium vigour (NDVI +/- 0.5) 

3 – Healthy plant (NDVI > 0.5) 

 

The healthy plant area is used as a comparison with the anomalies found. 

 

 

 

 

1 - Area represented as an anomaly 
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2  -  Mid-vigorous area 

 

3 – Healthy area (used as control) 
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In the zone “Nogueiras” just two distinct areas where found: 

 

1 – Anomaly (NDVI < 0.5) 

2 – Healthy (NDVI > 0.5) 

 

The healthy zone image is acquired to serve as control. 

The anomaly area is this zone is vast, so the central coordinate found was changed to be closer 

to the road to facilitate the acquisition. 

 

 

 

1 – Anomaly area 
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2 – Healthy area 


